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Abstract
This report documents the program and the outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 21071 “Scalable Data Structure”. Even if the field of data structures is quite mature, new trends and limitations in computer hardware together with the ever-increasing amounts of data that need to be processed raise new questions with respect to efficiency and continuously challenge the existing models of computation. Thermal and electrical power constraints have caused technology to reach “the power wall” with stagnating single processor performance, meaning that all nontrivial applications need to address scalability with multiple processors, a memory hierarchy and other communication challenges. Scalable data structures are pivotal to this process since they form the backbone of the algorithms driving these applications. The extended abstracts included in this report contain both recent state of the art advances and lay the foundation for new directions within data structures research.

1 Executive summary

Gerth Stølting Brodal (Aarhus University, DK)  
John Iacono (UL – Brussels, BE)  
Markus E. Nebel (Universität Bielefeld, DE)  
Vijaya Ramachandran (University of Texas – Austin, US)

About the seminar

Scalable data structures form the backbone for computing: Computing is about processing, exchanging, and storing data. The organization of data profoundly influences the performance of accessing and manipulating data. By optimizing the way data is stored, performance can be improved by several orders of magnitude when data scales. This Dagstuhl seminar brought together researchers from several research directions to illuminate solutions to the
scalability challenge of data structures. The seminar was the 14th in a series of loosely related Dagstuhl seminars on data structures. Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic the seminar was purely virtual.

**Topics**

The presentations covered both advances in classic data structure fields, as well as insights addressing the scalability of computing for different models of computation.

Classic data structure questions on dictionaries, hashing, filters, and heaps were the topic of several talks. Wild (Section 4.8) considered new pointer based search trees, Kozma (Section 4.24) discussed algorithms related to self-adjusting trees and heaps, Bercea (Section 4.4) presented results for dictionaries and filters, Even (Section 4.21) discussed dynamic stable perfect hashing, and Farach-Colton (Section 4.2) presented results for succinct stable hash tables. Johnson (Section 4.25) presented the vector quotient filter based on Robin Hood hashing and designed to exploit SIMD instructions. An external memory dictionary was presented by Conway (Section 4.20) who presented the SplinterDB key-value store for NVMe solid state drives.

For data structure problems on strings, Gørtz (Section 4.9) discussed the support for random access in compact representations of strings, and Starikovskaya (Section 4.22) dictionary look-ups with mismatches.

Data structures for storing and querying static and dynamic graphs were the topic of a sequence of talks. Pettie (Section 4.1) considered trade-offs between space usage and query time for supporting exact distance queries in planar graphs. Rotenberg (Section 4.5) considered planarity testing of dynamic graphs under the insertion and deletion of edges with polylogarithmic update time. Kopelowitz (Section 4.6) considered maintaining the orientation of edges in dynamic forests under the insertion of edges, guaranteeing low out degree of all nodes. Henzinger (Section 4.16) presented an algorithm for maintaining a \((\Delta + 1)\)-vertex coloring of a graph with maximal degree \(\Delta\) with constant time edge insertions and deletions. Bast (Section 4.27) gave a demonstration of an implementation of algorithms for real-time searching knowledge graphs with billions of edges.

Parallel algorithms for problems on graphs were addressed in multiple talks. Liu (Section 4.10) considered a parallel algorithm for counting triangles (cliques of size three) in graphs under batched updates of edge insertions and deletions, and Blelloch (Section 4.15) considered parallel batched dynamic algorithms for the minimum spanning tree and minimum cut problems. Sun (Section 4.13) considered a parallel algorithm for the single source shortest path problem using lazy batched priority queues. Shun (Section 4.3) considered a parallel index-based algorithm for graph clustering and an approximation algorithm using locality-sensitive hashing.

Computational models supporting massive parallelism, like GPUs and TCUs, were addressed in talks by Owens (Section 4.11) who considered open-addressing hashing on GPUs, by Geil (Section 4.18) who consider how to solve the maximum clique problem on GPUs, and by Silvestri (Section 4.14) who addressed similarity search with tensor core units. Sitchinava & Jacob (Section 4.19) in their joint talk, considered the power of the atomic and non-atomic versions of the parallel fork-join model. Sanders (Section 4.12) considered how to execute MapReduce computations robustly and efficiently on realistic distributed-memory parallel machines.
Ellen (Section 4.17) considered labelling schemes for networks supporting distributed deterministic radio broadcast using labels of constant-length at the nodes of the network. Lincoln (Section 4.23) presented new techniques for proving fine-grained average-case hardness results, and Fagerberg (Section 4.26) considered the fragile complexity of adaptive algorithms. Finally, Driemel (Section 4.7) considered approximate-near-neighbor data structures for time series under the continuous Fréchet distance.

Final Thoughts

The organizers would like to thank the Dagstuhl team for their continuous support and allowing this seminar to happen as a purely virtual Dagstuhl seminar. They also thank all participants for their contributions to this seminar. Previous seminars in the series had few female participants. A focus for this seminar was to significantly increase the female attendance. 50% of the invited participants were female, resulting in a 38% female attendance.

Even though the seminar was challenged by the different time zones of the participants, on average 37 of the 48 participants attended the talks, and all talks were attended by at least 30 participants. In the post-seminar survey it was appreciated that the seminar took place as a virtual seminar instead of being cancelled, but it was also stated that the virtual format can never be as productive as an in-person seminar and showed how much we should appreciate the possibilities Dagstuhl offers under regular circumstances.
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3 Seminar program

Since the seminar was converted into a purely virtual seminar, the program had to accommodate participants from many time zones – primarily from Europe and US. The program consisted of two blocks 16:00–18:00 and 20:00–22:00 Dagstuhl time (CET) from Monday to Thursday, i.e. during 17:00–23:00 in Israel, 10:00–16:00 on the US East Coast, 7:00–13:00 on the US West Coast, and 5:00–11:00 in Hawaii. Most talks were 30 minutes. All talks took place using the Zoom platform. The Wonder.me platform was used for social interaction, to replace the otherwise informal interactions happening during coffee breaks, meals, evenings etc. when at a physical Dagstuhl seminar. Participants were encouraged to visit Wonder.me 15 minutes before session start and after talks ended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday February 15, 2021</td>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>One slide presentations &amp; Group picture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>Planar Distance Oracles with Better Time-Space Tradeoffs</td>
<td>Seth Pettie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>Succinct, Stable Hash Tables</td>
<td>Martin Farach-Colton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Parallel Index-Based Structural Graph Clustering and Its Approximation</td>
<td>Julian Shun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20:30</td>
<td>Dictionaries et al.</td>
<td>Ioana Bercea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>Fully-dynamic Planarity Testing in Polylogarithmic Time</td>
<td>Eva Rotenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21:15</td>
<td>Orientations in Incremental Forests</td>
<td>Tsvi Kopelowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday February 16, 2021</td>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>Approximate Near-Neighbor under the (continuous) Fréchet distance</td>
<td>Anne Driemel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Lazy Search Trees</td>
<td>Sebastian Wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>Random Access in Persistent Strings</td>
<td>Inge Li Gørtz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>Parallel Batch-Dynamic Triangle Counting</td>
<td>Quanquan Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Open-Addressing Hashing on GPUs</td>
<td>John Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20:30</td>
<td>Connecting MapReduce Computations to Realistic Machine Models</td>
<td>Peter Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>Parallel SSSP using Lazy Batch Priority Queues</td>
<td>Yihan Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21:30</td>
<td>Similarity Search with Tensor Core Units</td>
<td>Francesco Silvestri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Wednesday February 17, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>Parallel Batch Dynamic Algorithms</td>
<td>Guy Blelloch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Fully Dynamic ((\Delta + 1))-Vertex Coloring in constant time per operation</td>
<td>Monika Henzinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>Open problem session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Constant-length Labelling Schemes for Deterministic Radio Broadcast</td>
<td>Faith Ellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:30</td>
<td>Using GPUs to Solve the Maximum Clique Problem</td>
<td>Afton Noelle Geil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>Atomic Power in Forks</td>
<td>Nodari Sitchinava &amp; Riko Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:30</td>
<td>SplinterDB: A NVMe Key-Value Store on the Iacono-Patrascu Lower Bound</td>
<td>Alex Conway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thursday February 18, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>Dynamic Stable Perfect Hashing, Extendable?!</td>
<td>Guy Even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Dictionary look-up with mismatches</td>
<td>Tatiana Starikovskaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>New Techniques for Proving Fine-Grained Average-Case Hardness</td>
<td>Andrea Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>Self-adjusting Trees and Heaps</td>
<td>László Kozma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Vector Quotient Filters: Overcoming the Time/Space Trade-Off in Filter Design</td>
<td>Rob Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:30</td>
<td>Fragile Complexity of Adaptive Algorithms</td>
<td>Rolf Fagerberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00</td>
<td>Searching Knowledge Graphs with Billions of Edges</td>
<td>Hannah Bast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Overview of Talks

#### 4.1 Planar Distance Oracles with Better Time-Space Tradeoffs

_Seth Pettie (University of Michigan – Ann Arbor, US)_

**License** [Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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**Joint work of** Yaowei Long, Seth Pettie


**URL** https://doi.org/10.1137/1.9781611976465.149

In a recent breakthrough, Charalampopoulos, Gawrychowski, Mozes, and Weimann (2019) showed that exact distance queries on planar graphs could be answered in \(n^{o(1)}\) time by a data structure occupying \(n^{1+o(1)}\) space, i.e., up to \(o(1)\) terms, optimal exponents in time (0) and space (1) can be achieved simultaneously. Their distance query algorithm is recursive: it makes successive calls to a point-location algorithm for planar Voronoi diagrams, which involves many recursive distance queries. The depth of this recursion is non-constant and the branching factor logarithmic, leading to \((\log n)^{o(1)} = n^{o(1)}\) query times.
In this paper we present a new way to do point-location in planar Voronoi diagrams, which leads to a new exact distance oracle. At the two extremes of our space-time tradeoff curve we can achieve either \(n^{1+\epsilon(1)}\) space and \(\log^{2+\epsilon(1)} n\) query time, or \(n \log^{2+\epsilon(1)} n\) space and \(n^{\epsilon(1)}\) query time.

4.2 Succinct, Stable Hash Tables

Martin Farach-Colton (Rutgers University – Piscataway, US)

Hash tables is one of the most extensively studied data structures, and yet surprising basic questions have yet to be answered. For example, is it possible to be stable and cache efficient? Or stable and succinct? Stability is a property that has been heavily exploited in practice but has received little theoretical treatment.

We present a hash table that is stable and meets or exceeds the state of the art in CPU cost, External Memory cost, succinctness, failure probability and resizability. We then show to use this hash table to improve address translation, a critical component of virtual memory systems.

4.3 Parallel Index-Based Structural Graph Clustering and Its Approximation

Julian Shun (MIT – Cambridge, US)

SCAN (Structural Clustering Algorithm for Networks) is a well-studied, widely used graph clustering algorithm. For large graphs, however, sequential SCAN variants are prohibitively slow, and parallel SCAN variants do not effectively share work among queries with different SCAN parameter settings. Since users of SCAN often explore many parameter settings to find good clusterings, it is worthwhile to precompute an index that speeds up queries.

This talk presents a practical and provably efficient parallel index-based SCAN algorithm based on GS*-Index, a recent sequential algorithm. Our parallel algorithm improves upon the asymptotic work of the sequential algorithm by using integer sorting. It is also highly parallel; it achieves logarithmic span for both index construction and clustering queries. Furthermore, we apply locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to design a novel approximate SCAN algorithm and prove guarantees for its clustering quality.
We present an experimental evaluation of our parallel algorithms on large real-world graphs. On a 48-core machine with two-way hyper-threading, our parallel index construction achieves 50–151× speedup over the construction of GS*-Index. In fact, even on a single thread, our index construction algorithm is faster than GS*-Index. Our parallel index query implementation achieves 5–32× speedup over GS*-Index queries across a range of SCAN parameter values, and our implementation is always faster than ppSCAN, a state-of-the-art parallel SCAN algorithm. Moreover, our experiments show that applying LSH results in much faster index construction on denser graphs without large sacrifices in clustering quality.

4.4 Dictionaries et al.

Ioana Oriana Bercea (Tel Aviv University, IL)

In this talk, we discuss recent advancements in dictionary and filter design. A dynamic dictionary is a data structure that maintains sets under insertions and deletions and supports membership queries of the form “is an element $x$ in the set?”. A filter performs approximate membership in the sense in which it must always answer “yes” if the element is in the set but otherwise, it can make an error with probability at most $\varepsilon$. Both dictionaries and filters are fundamental data structures that are employed in data management projects which require a space-efficient representation of and fast access to large datasets. In the first part of the talk, we review some of the most recent designs for dictionaries and propose some open problems on how to improve them. We then focus on two solutions to an open problem of Arbitman, Naor, and Segev [FOCS 2010] on designing dynamic dictionaries on multisets and dynamic filters. The presentation is based on two recent papers by Bercea and Even.

While a straightforward reduction turns every incremental (insertions only) dictionary into an incremental filter with similar performance guarantees, the reduction is known to fail in the dynamic setting. Conventional wisdom holds that one should instead reduce from a dynamic dictionary on multisets, in which every element can have arbitrary multiplicity. In the first result we discuss, we show that such a strong dictionary is not required. Instead, we show that it is enough to employ a dynamic dictionary for random multisets, in which each element is chosen independently and uniformly at random from the universe. We then give the first dynamic dictionary for random multisets, and subsequently, the first dynamic filter, that is space-efficient and performs all operations in constant time in the worst case. In the second result we discuss, we show how to get a dynamic dictionary for multisets via a different balls-into-bins experiment that allows us to efficiently store binary counters at the expense of only an additive linear term increase in space. We conclude with the open problem of designing a dynamic filter that performs all operations in worst-case constant time and is succinct when $\varepsilon$ is a constant.
4.5 Fully-dynamic Planarity Testing in Polylogarithmic Time

Eva Rotenberg (Technical University of Denmark – Lyngby, DK)
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Given a dynamic graph subject to insertions and deletions of edges, a natural question is whether the graph presently admits a planar embedding. We give a deterministic fully-dynamic algorithm for general graphs, running in amortized $O(\log^3 n)$ time per edge insertion or deletion, that maintains a bit indicating whether or not the graph is presently planar.

4.6 Orientations in Incremental Forests

Tsvi Kopelowitz (Bar-Ilan University – Ramat Gan, IL)

License © Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license
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Joint work of Michael Bender, Tsvi Kopelowitz, William Kuszmaul, Ely Porat, Clifford Stein

For any forest $G = (V, E)$ it is possible to orient the edges $E$ so that no vertex in $V$ has out-degree greater than 1. This paper considers the incremental edge-orientation problem, in which the edges $E$ arrive over time and the algorithm must maintain a low-out-degree edge orientation at all times. We give an algorithm that maintains a maximum out-degree of 3 while flipping at most $O(\log \log n)$ edge orientations per edge insertion, with high probability in $n$. The algorithm requires worst-case time $O(\log n \log \log n)$ per insertion, and takes amortized time $O(1)$. The previous state of the art required up to $O(\log n / \log \log n)$ edge flips per insertion.

4.7 Approximate Near-Neighbor under the (Continuous) Fréchet Distance

Anne Driemel (Universität Bonn, DE)

License © Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license
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Joint work of Anne Driemel, Ioannis Psarros

We study approximate-near-neighbor data structures for time series under the continuous Fréchet distance. For an attainable approximation factor $c > 1$ and a query radius $r$, an approximate-near-neighbor data structure can be used to preprocess $n$ curves in $\mathbb{R}$ (aka time series), each of complexity $m$, to answer queries with a curve of complexity $k$ by either returning a curve that lies within Fréchet distance $cr$, or answering that there exists no curve in the input within distance $r$. In both cases, the answer is correct. Our first data structure achieves a $(5 + \varepsilon)$ approximation factor, uses space in $n \cdot O(\varepsilon^{-1})^k + O(nm)$ and has query time in $O(k)$. Our second data structure achieves a $(2 + \varepsilon)$ approximation factor, uses space in $n \cdot O(\frac{m}{k^2})^k + O(nm)$ and has query time in $O(k \cdot 2^k)$. Our third positive
result is a probabilistic data structure based on locality-sensitive hashing, which achieves space in $O(nm)$ and query time in $O(k)$, and which answers queries with an approximation factor in $O(k)$. All of our data structures make use of the concept of signatures, which were originally introduced for the problem of clustering time series under the Fréchet distance. In addition, we show lower bounds for this problem. Consider any data structure which achieves an approximation factor less than 2 and which supports curves of arclength up to $L$ and answers the query using only a constant number of probes. We show that under reasonable assumptions on the word size any such data structure needs space in $L^{O(k)}$.

4.8 Lazy Search Trees

Sebastian Wild (University of Liverpool, GB)

License Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license © Sebastian Wild
Joint work of Sebastian Wild, Bryce Sandlund
URL https://doi.org/10.1109/FOCS51587.2020.00071

We introduce the lazy search tree data structure. The lazy search tree is a comparison-based data structure on the pointer machine that supports order-based operations such as rank, select, membership, predecessor, successor, minimum, and maximum while providing dynamic operations insert, delete, change-key, split, and merge. We analyze the performance of our data structure based on a partition of current elements into a set of gaps $\{\Delta_i\}$ based on rank. A query falls into a particular gap and splits the gap into two new gaps at a rank $r$ associated with the query operation. If we define $B = \sum_i |\Delta_i| \log_2(n/|\Delta_i|)$, our performance over a sequence of $n$ insertions and $q$ distinct queries is $O(B + \min(n \log \log n, n \log q))$. We show $B$ is a lower bound.

Effectively, we reduce the insertion time of binary search trees from $\Theta(\log n)$ to $O(\min(\log(n/|\Delta_i|) + \log \log |\Delta_i|, \log q))$, where $\Delta_i$ is the gap in which the inserted element falls. Over a sequence of $n$ insertions and $q$ queries, a time bound of $O(n \log q + q \log n)$ holds; better bounds are possible when queries are non-uniformly distributed. As an extreme case of non-uniformity, if all queries are for the minimum element, the lazy search tree performs as a priority queue with $O(\log \log n)$ time insert and decrease-key operations. The same data structure supports queries for any rank, interpolating between binary search trees and efficient priority queues.

Lazy search trees can be implemented to operate mostly on arrays, requiring only $O(\min(q, n))$ pointers, suggesting smaller memory footprint, better constant factors, and better cache performance compared to many existing efficient priority queues or binary search trees. Via direct reduction, our data structure also supports the efficient access theorems of the splay tree, providing a powerful data structure for non-uniform element access, both when the number of accesses is small and large.
4.9 Random Access in Persistent Strings

Inge Li Gørtz (Technical University of Denmark – Lyngby, DK)

We consider compact representations of collections of similar strings that support random access queries. The collection of strings is given by a rooted tree where edges are labeled by an edit operation (inserting, deleting, or replacing a character) and a node represents the string obtained by applying the sequence of edit operations on the path from the root to the node. The goal is to compactly represent the entire collection while supporting fast random access to any part of a string in the collection. This problem captures natural scenarios such as representing the past history of an edited document or representing highly-repetitive collections. Given a tree with \( n \) nodes, we show how to represent the corresponding collection in \( O(n) \) space and \( O(\log n / \log \log n) \) query time. This improves the previous time-space trade-offs for the problem. Additionally, we show a lower bound proving that the query time is optimal for any solution using near-linear space. To achieve our bounds for random access in persistent strings we show how to reduce the problem to the following natural geometric selection problem on line segments. Consider a set of horizontal line segments in the plane. Given parameters \( i \) and \( j \), a segment selection query returns the \( j \)th smallest segment (the segment with the \( j \)th smallest y-coordinate) among the segments crossing the vertical line through x-coordinate \( i \). The segment selection problem is to preprocess a set of horizontal line segments into a compact data structure that supports fast segment selection queries. We present a solution that uses \( O(n) \) space and support segment selection queries in \( O(\log n / \log \log n) \) time, where \( n \) is the number of segments. Furthermore, we prove that that this query time is also optimal for any solution using near-linear space.

4.10 Parallel Batch-Dynamic Triangle Counting

Quanquan C. Liu (MIT – Cambridge, US)

In this talk, we present new batch-dynamic algorithms for the triangle counting problem, which are dynamic algorithms where the updates are batches of edge insertions and deletions. We study this problem in the parallel setting, where the goal is to obtain algorithms with low (polylogarithmic) depth. The result we provide in this talk is a new parallel batch-dynamic triangle counting algorithm with \( O(\sqrt{m}) \) amortized work per update and \( O(\log (m)) \) depth with high probability, and \( O(B + m) \) space for a batch of \( B \) edge insertions or deletions. We also present a multicore CPU implementation of our parallel batch-dynamic triangle counting
algorithm. On a 72-core machine with two-way hyper-threading, our implementation achieves $36.54 - 74.73 \times$ parallel speedup, and in certain cases achieves significant speedups over existing parallel algorithms for the problem, which are not theoretically-efficient.

4.11 Open-Addressing Hashing on GPUs

John Owens (University of California, Davis, US)

We describe the implementation and performance of several open-addressing-based hash table designs on GPUs: cuckoo hashing; bucketed cuckoo hashing; power-of-two-choices hashing; and iceberg hashing. We target query rate, build rate, and load factor as our metrics of choice, and static-sized workloads with large batches. In general, a three-hash-function bucketed cuckoo hash implementation with a bucket size of 16 was the best performer overall.

4.12 Connecting MapReduce Computations to Realistic Machine Models

Peter Sanders (KIT – Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, DE)

We explain how the popular, highly abstract MapReduce model of parallel computation (MRC/MPC) can be rooted in reality by showing how to execute MapReduce computations robustly and efficiently on realistic distributed-memory parallel machines. First, a refined model MRC+ is introduced that includes parameters for total work $w$, bottleneck work $\hat{w}$, data volume $m$, and maximum object sizes $\hat{m}$. Then matching upper and lower bounds are established for executing a MapReduce calculation on distributed-memory machines – $\Theta(w/p + \hat{w} + \log p)$ work and $\Theta(m/p + \hat{m} + \log p)$ bottleneck communication volume using $p$ processing elements. The theorem is formulated in such a way that multiple MapReduce steps can be chained. The result is obtained using a careful combination of several load balancing algorithms some of which may be of independent interest.

This also appeared at IEEE BigData 2020.
4.13 Parallel SSSP using Lazy Batch Priority Queues

Yihan Sun (University of California – Riverside, US)
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In this paper, we study the single-source shortest-path (SSSP) problem with nonnegative edge weights, which is a notoriously hard problem in the parallel context. In practice, the $\Delta$-stepping algorithm proposed by Meyer and Sanders has been widely adopted.

However, $\Delta$-stepping has no known worst-case bounds for general graphs. The performance of $\Delta$-stepping also highly relies on the parameter $\Delta$, which requires exhaustive tuning. There have also been lots of theoretical algorithms, such as Radius-stepping, but they either have no implementations available or are much slower than $\Delta$-stepping in practice.

In this paper, we propose a stepping algorithm framework that generalizes existing algorithms such as $\Delta$-stepping and Radius-stepping, and a new abstract data type, lazy-batched priority queue, or $\text{LaB-PQ}$, that abstracts the semantics of the priority queue needed by the stepping algorithms. The framework allows all stepping algorithms, whether theoretical or practical, to be analyzed similarly and implemented similarly. We provide two data structures to support $\text{LaB-PQ}$, with the goal of theoretical and practical efficiency, respectively.

Based on the new framework and the new $\text{LaB-PQ}$, we show a new stepping algorithm, $\rho$-stepping, that is simple, supporting worst-case cost bounds, fast in practice, and preprocessing-free. Meanwhile, we also show new bounds for a list of existing algorithms, including Radius-Stepping, $\Delta^*$-stepping (our new variant of $\Delta$-stepping), and others.

The stepping algorithm framework also provides almost identical implementations for three algorithms: Bellman-Ford, $\Delta^*$-stepping, and $\rho$-stepping. We compare our performance with four state-of-the-art implementations. On the five social and web graphs, our $\rho$-stepping is at least 20% faster than all the existing implementations. On the two road graphs, our $\Delta^*$-stepping is at least 20% faster than existing implementations, while our $\rho$-stepping is also competitive. The almost identical implementations also allow for in-depth analyses and comparisons among the stepping algorithms in practice.

4.14 Similarity Search with Tensor Core Units

Francesco Silvestri (University of Padova, IT)
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Tensor Core Units (TCUs) are hardware accelerators developed for deep neural networks, which efficiently support the multiplication of two dense $\sqrt{m} \times \sqrt{m}$ matrices, where $m$ is a given hardware parameter. In this talk, we show that TCUs can speed up similarity search problems as well. We propose algorithms for the Johnson-Lindenstrauss dimensionality reduction and for similarity join that, by leveraging TCUs, achieve a $\sqrt{m}$ speedup up with respect to traditional approaches.
4.15 Parallel Batch Dynamic Algorithms

Guy E. Blelloch (Carnegie Mellon University – Pittsburgh, US)
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In the talk I present work on dynamic algorithms that process batches of operations as well as individual operations. The advantage being that it allows for parallelism. I first present a batch incremental algorithm for MST, and describe some applications to sliding window updates. I then describe an approach to apply mixed batches of queries and updates on trees in parallel. This is used as part of recent results on a parallel algorithm for min-cut.

4.16 Fully Dynamic (Δ + 1)-Vertex Coloring in Constant Time per Operation

Monika Henzinger (Universität Wien, AT)
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We give a fully dynamic (Las-Vegas style) algorithm with constant expected amortized time per update that maintains a proper (Δ+1)-vertex coloring of a graph with maximum degree at most Δ. This improves upon the previous O(Δ)-time algorithm by Bhattacharya et al. (SODA 2018). Our algorithm uses an approach based on assigning random ranks to vertices and does not need to maintain a hierarchical graph decomposition. We show that our result does not only have optimal running time, but is also optimal in the sense that already deciding whether a Δ-coloring exists in a dynamically changing graph with maximum degree at most Δ takes Ω(log n) time per operation.
4.17 Constant-length Labelling Schemes for Deterministic Radio Broadcast

Faith Ellen (University of Toronto, CA)

Joint work of Faith Ellen, Barun Gorain, Avery Miller, Andrzej Pelc
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Broadcast is a fundamental network communication primitive, in which a source node has a message that has to be received by all other nodes. In synchronous radio networks, this problem is non-trivial. This follows from the fact that, if two or more neighbours of a node transmit at the same time, it hears nothing. In fact, if nodes do not store any information, broadcast is impossible deterministically, even in a four-cycle. If the nodes have distinct identifiers from a small name space, then a round-robin strategy suffices, but it takes a long time.

This talk will show that every radio network can be labelled using a small constant number of bits so that broadcast can be accomplished by a fixed deterministic algorithm that does not know the network topology nor any bound on its size. Specifically, there is a labelling scheme that stores 2 (carefully chosen) bits per nodes that allows broadcast to be performed in $O(n)$ rounds, where $n$ is the size of the network. There is a variant of this algorithm using 4 bits per node that completes broadcast in $O(\sqrt{Dn})$ rounds, where $D$ is the source eccentricity of the network. This number of rounds is shown to be optimal for a class of algorithms that includes both.

Then, using ideas from some old algorithms, which assume nodes have distinct identifiers, a deterministic algorithm is constructed that uses 3 bits per node and completes in $O(D \log^2 n)$ rounds. A randomized construction of a labelling scheme with 3 bits per node for a broadcast algorithm that completes in $O(D \log n + \log^2 n)$ rounds is also presented.

This talk is based on a SPAA 2019 paper with Barun Gorain, Avery Miller, and Andrzej Pelc and a SPAA 2020 paper with Seth Gilbert.

4.18 Using GPUs to Solve the Maximum Clique Problem

Afton Noelle Geil (University of California, Davis, US)
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In this talk, I discuss different maximum clique algorithms and their suitability for implementation on GPUs. First, I consider depth-first branch and bound strategies, which have been used for previous parallel implementations on CPUs, but present significant challenges for efficient implementation on GPUs. I then discuss my implementation of a breadth-first maximum clique algorithm, which exposes much more parallel work for the thousands of GPU threads. I describe methods for utilizing bounds for pruning in the breadth-first
traversal to eliminate many candidate cliques; however, even with this pruning, these memory requirements are still excessive for computing breadth-first maximum clique on many graphs. Finally, I propose using a hybrid, tunable, breadth-/depth-first traversal of the search tree as a method of balancing the available parallelism and memory requirements. This choice enables us to choose a strategic ordering of vertices and to discover new lower bounds for the maximum clique size more quickly than with the breadth-first implementation, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the search tree pruning.

4.19 Atomic Power in Forks

Nodari Sitchinava (University of Hawaii at Manoa – Honolulu, US)
Riko Jacob (IT University of Copenhagen, DK)
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We prove an $\Omega(\log n \log \log n)$ lower bound for the span of implementing the $n$ input, log-$n$-depth FFT circuit (also known as butterfly network) in the nonatomic binary fork-join model. In this model, memory-access synchronizations occur only through fork operations, which spawn two child threads, and join operations, which resume a parent thread when its child threads terminate. Our bound is asymptotically tight for the nonatomic binary fork-join model, which has been of interest of late, due to its conceptual elegance and ability to capture asynchrony. Our bound implies super-logarithmic lower bound in the nonatomic binary fork-join model for implementing the butterfly merging networks used, e.g., in Batcher’s bitonic and odd-even mergesort networks. This lower bound also implies an asymptotic separation result for the atomic and nonatomic versions of the fork-join model, since, as we point out, FFT circuits can be implemented in the atomic binary fork-join model with span equal to their circuit depth.

4.20 SplinterDB: A NVMe Key-Value Store on the Iacono-Patrascu Lower Bound

Alex Conway (VMware Research – Palo Alto, US)
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NVMe and NVRAM present new challenges and opportunities to the world of storage systems. For example, RocksDB, a state-of-the-art key-value store, may use 30% or less of a single device’s bandwidth for insertions, even when using many cores. Because key-value store performance is essential to overall application performance, this can be a critical bottleneck.

In this talk, I discuss how to understand and model performance on NVMe and how to design theoretically optimal data structures which are also fast in practice.
I present SplinterDB, a key-value store which can saturate an NVMe device with low IO amplification under a wide range of parameters. SplinterDB outperforms RocksDB by 6-9x on write-heavy workloads, and by 30-80% on read-heavy workloads.

4.21 Dynamic Stable Perfect Hashing, Extendable?!

Guy Even (Tel Aviv University, IL)
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A dynamic stable perfect hashing is an injective function that assigns hashcodes in a given range to elements in a dynamically changing set such that the hashcode of an element does not change while the element is continuously in the set. We study the problem of maintaining a perfect hash function in the extendable setting, in which the goal is to design data structures whose space requirements adapt to the current cardinality of the set at all points in time.

It is not possible to support stable perfect hashing of fully dynamic sets (i.e., insertions and deletions). However, we show that it is possible to support insertions (and a few deletions provided that they only slightly reduce the cardinality). We refer to a model in which insertions are allowed (but without deletions) as the "incremental model".

We overview the previous constructions of stable dynamic perfect in the non-extendable setting by Mortensen, Pagh, Patrascu [2005] and Demaine, Mayer auf der Hyde, Pagh, Patrascu [2006]. Our observation is that these constructions are two level constructions in which the first level is, in fact, a filter without duplicates. Each level also contains a repository for free hashcodes.

Since extendable constructions for dictionaries and filters are known, the missing component for incremental stable hashing is extendable hashcode repositories (which we refer to as “motels”). We distinguish between two issues in the design of motels. The first issue is that over-provisioning in motels leads to an increase in the range of the perfect hashing. The second issue is that bigger motels (i.e., bins for hashcode repositories) lead to improved load balancing, thus reducing the probability of an overflow.

We present an extendable motel design. Our construction involves splitting of a motel in to two motels as the number of elements increases in a way that retains hashcodes of elements as long as they are continuously in the dataset.

To summarize, we present an extendable incremental stable perfect hashing data structure with the following properties. Let \( n_t \) denote the cardinality of the dataset at time \( t \). We assume that \( n_{\min} \leq n_t \leq n_{\max} \), where \( n_{\max}/n_{\min} = n_{\min}^{O(1)} \). (Thus, we allow a polynomial number of insert operations.) The space of the data structure at time \( t \) is \( O(n_t \cdot \log \log n_t) \). Each query and insertion is completed in constant time in the worst case. The range of the perfect hashing at time \( t \) is \( [n_t + r_t] \), where \( r_t = n_t/\log^{O(1)} n_t \). The probability that an insert operation causes a failure is \( 1/poly(n_{\max}) \). As a corollary, we obtain an extendable data structure for retrieval in the incremental setting.
4.22 Dictionary Look-up with Mismatches

Tatiana Starikovskaya (ENS – Paris, FR)
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In the problem of dictionary look-ups with $k$ mismatches, we are given a dictionary of strings and must preprocess it into the data structure that supports the following queries: given a string $Q$, find all strings in the dictionary within Hamming distance $k$ from $Q$. We discuss recent advances for this problem, both on the upper bound side and the lower bound side.

4.23 New Techniques for Proving Fine-Grained Average-Case Hardness

Andrea Lincoln (MIT – Cambridge, US)

Main reference

In this talk I will cover a new technique for worst-case to average-case reductions. There are two primary concepts introduced in this talk: “factored” problems and a framework for worst-case to average-case fine-grained (WCToACFG) self reductions. We will define new versions of OV, kSUM and zero-k-clique that are both worst-case and average-case fine-grained hard assuming the core hypotheses of fine-grained complexity. We then use these as a basis for fine-grained hardness and average-case hardness of other problems. Our hard factored problems are also simple enough that we can reduce them to many other problems, e.g. to edit distance, k-LCS and versions of Max-Flow. We further consider counting variants of the factored problems and give WCToACFG reductions for them for a natural distribution. To show hardness for these factored problems we formalize the framework of [Boix-Adsera et al. 2019] that was used to give a WCToACFG reduction for counting k-cliques. We define an explicit property of problems such that if a problem has that property one can use the framework on the problem to get a WCToACFG self reduction. In total these factored problems and the framework together give tight fine-grained average-case hardness for various problems including the counting variant of regular expression matching.
4.24 **Self-adjusting Trees and Heaps**  
László Kozma (FU Berlin, DE)

Self-adjusting data structures allow a flexible structure, with little or no bookkeeping, and are usually easy to implement. Their analysis is, however, often difficult, requiring the development of sophisticated potential functions or other techniques. There are several natural self-adjusting strategies, variants of classical algorithms, that seem reasonable, but whose analysis is lacking or incomplete. In my talk I review a number of results and open questions related to such structures.

4.25 **Vector Quotient Filters: Overcoming the Time/Space Trade-Off in Filter Design**  
Rob Johnson (VMware – Palo Alto, US)

4.26 **Fragile Complexity of Adaptive Algorithms**  
Rolf Fagerberg (University of Southern Denmark – Odense, DK)

The fragile complexity of a comparison-based algorithm is $f(n)$ if each input element participates in $O(f(n))$ comparisons. We explore the fragile complexity of algorithms adaptive to various restrictions on the input, i.e., algorithms with a fragile complexity parameterized by a quantity other than the input size $n$. We show that searching for the predecessor in a sorted array has fragile complexity $\Theta(\log k)$, where $k$ is the rank of the query element, both in a randomized and a deterministic setting. For predecessor searches, we also show how to optimally reduce the amortized fragile complexity of the elements in the array. We also prove the following results: Selecting the $k$th smallest element has expected fragile complexity $O(\log \log k)$ for the element selected. Deterministically finding the minimum element has fragile complexity $\Theta(\log(\text{Inv}))$ and $\Theta(\log(\text{Runs}))$, where Inv is the number of inversions in a sequence and Runs is the number of increasing runs in a sequence. Deterministically finding the median has fragile complexity $O(\log(\text{Runs}) + \log \log n)$ and $\Theta(\log(\text{Inv}))$. Deterministic sorting has fragile complexity $\Theta(\log(\text{Inv}))$ but it has fragile complexity $\Theta(\log n)$ regardless of the number of runs.
4.27 Searching Knowledge Graphs with Billions of Edges

Hannah Bast (Universität Freiburg, DE)

In the talk, I gave a quick introduction to knowledge graphs and their standard query language SPARQL, a variant of SQL. I presented QLever, our SPARQL engine that can efficiently answer queries on knowledge graphs with tens of billions of triples on a single machine. SPARQL queries can be very complex and hard to formulate even for experts. I presented an autocompletion mechanism that allows a user to type SPARQL queries incrementally by obtaining, after each keystroke, context-sensitive suggestions on how to continue the query. The beauty of the mechanism is that the suggestions are themselves SPARQL queries, which are supported by QLever efficiently enough to enable interactive suggestions even for huge knowledge graphs. This feat is achieved by no other SPARQL engine on the market.

5 Open problems

In addition to the many open problems mentioned during the talks, the seminar on Wednesday included an open problem session during which the following problems were discussed.

5.1 Open Problem 1: A Suggestion for the Extension of the Word RAM Model

Guy Even (Tel Aviv University, IL)

The Word RAM Model was formulated by Fredman and Willard in 1990. This formulation was invented as an answer to the sorting algorithm of Paul and Simon [1984] that sorts in linear time but uses operands whose length is $n^2 \log u$ bits long. The Word length (in bits) is denoted by $w$ and it satisfies $w = \log u$, where $u$ denotes the size of the universe. Thus, every element can be represented by a single word. One can access (read or write) a word in memory in constant time. In addition, the following instructions require constant time: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, shifting, and bitwise operations (AND, OR, XOR). Works based on the Word RAM Model often employ sophisticated manipulations to perform fast computations using only the basic instructions of the Word RAM Model (see Baumann and Hagerup 2018 and references therein). Circuits that implement the constant-time arithmetic instructions of the Word RAM model require logarithmic depth. The size of practical multipliers is quadratic. In light of this fact, we propose the following extension of the Word RAM model.
**Extended Word RAM Model**

Extend the Word RAM Model so that every Boolean function over $O(w)$ bits that can be computed by a circuit of depth $O(\log w)$ and size $O(w^2)$ is executable in constant time. Why extend the Word RAM model?

1. The set of instructions in the Word RAM model is simply taken from instructions that are available in CPU's (naturally, the execution of these instructions requires a constant number of clock cycles).
2. Spare us from the pain of “bit-games” needed to implement new instructions using old instructions.
3. If a new instruction is useful, it will be added to CPU instruction sets and a special circuit will be used to compute this instruction.

**5.2 Open Problem 2: Dynamic All Pairs Shortest Paths**

Monika Henzinger (Universität Wien, AT)

Give a fully dynamic algorithm for all pairs shortest paths (APSP) with $\tilde{O}(m)$ time per update operation and $\tilde{O}(1)$ time per query.

**5.3 Open Problem 3: Sequences of Heap Operations**

László Kozma (FU Berlin, DE)

Consider a simple heap supporting two operations: `INSERT` and `DELETEMIN`. In the comparison model one of the two operations must take $\Omega(\lg n)$ time if the heap has $n$ elements by the lower bound for sorting. What is the complexity if the sequence of operations is known in advance and we must report the remaining elements? E.g. for the sequence

    `INS(5), INS(3), INS(7), DELETEMIN, INS(9), INS(6), INS(10), DELETEMIN, DELETEMIN`

we must report the elements 7, 9, 10. Can we compute the result in $o(n \lg n)$ or maybe $O(n)$ comparisons?

**Observation 1**

The number of possible answers is $< 2^n$, which means the simple lower does not apply.

**Observation 2**

If all `INSERT` operations are before all `DELETEMIN` operations we can report the elements in $O(n)$ time using linear time selection.
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Abstract

The World Wide Web has emerged as the middleware of choice for most distributed systems. Recent standardization efforts for the Web of Things and Linked Data are now turning hypermedia into a homogeneous information fabric that interconnects everything – devices, information resources, abstract concepts, etc. The latest standards allow clients not only to browse and query, but also to observe and act on this hypermedia fabric. Researchers and practitioners are already looking for means to build more sophisticated clients able to meet their design objectives through flexible autonomous use of this hypermedia fabric. Such autonomous agents have been studied to large extent in research on distributed artificial intelligence and, in particular, multi-agent systems. These recent developments thus motivate the need for a broader perspective that can only be achieved through a concerted effort of the research communities on the Web Architecture and the Web of Things, Semantic Web and Linked Data, and Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. The Dagstuhl Seminar 21072 on “Autonomous Agents on the Web” brought together leading scholars and practitioners across these research areas in order to support the transfer of knowledge and results – and to discuss new opportunities for research on Web-based autonomous systems. This report documents the seminar’s program and outcomes.
1 Executive Summary

Olivier Boissier (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR)
Andrei Ciortea (Universität St. Gallen, CH)
Andreas Harth (Fraunhofer IIS – Nürnberg, DE)
Alessandro Ricci (Università di Bologna, IT)
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The vision of autonomous agents on the Web is almost as old as the Web itself: in his keynote at WWW’94, Sir Tim Berners-Lee was noting that documents on the Web describe real objects and relationships among them, and if the semantics of these objects are represented explicitly then machines can browse through and manipulate reality. These ideas were published under the Semantic Web vision in 2001 [1]. Yet in 2007, after having spent the better half of a decade advancing this vision, James Hendler was looking back to conclude that most ideas in the original article were already seeing widespread deployment on the Web except for agent-based systems – and raised the question: “where are all the intelligent agents?” [2].

This question is yet to be addressed. On today’s Web, we as human agents are often assisted by invisible software agents, such as crawlers used by search engines to navigate and index Web pages, agents that curate online content produced by people (e.g., Wikipedia’s content agents), and recommender systems used all over the Web to generate more links and navigation paths (e.g., suggestions of related Web pages). In our everyday lives, we are assisted by more visible agents, such as Amazon’s Alexa, Google Duplex, or Apple’s Siri. Some of these agents may already use various AI methods (learning, reasoning, etc.), but they are specialized for narrow tasks and constrained to silos dictated by company ecosystems. We have yet to see more autonomous, cooperative, and long-lived agents on the Web [3] – the intelligent agents in James Hendler’s question. We believe this decade-old question is now more relevant than ever before in the context of recent developments in three areas of research: (i) Web Architecture and the Web of Things, (ii) Semantic Web and Linked Data, and (iii) Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems.

The primary objective of this 5-day seminar was to create a network of senior and young researchers who can revisit and align the relevant research threads across the three targeted areas. The seminar was a blend of invited talks, live demonstrators, and group work. Some of the overarching research questions discussed during the seminar included (not an exhaustive list): How to design software agents able to achieve their tasks through flexible autonomous use of hypermedia? How to design hypermedia-based environments that support autonomous behavior? How to design, represent, and reason about interactions among autonomous agents, people, and any other resources on the Web? How to design and govern communities of autonomous agents and people on the Web?

A number of follow-up steps were already taken to continue the discussions and to further consolidate the community. Most recently, several participants submitted a challenge proposal that was accepted at the 20th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2021): the All The Agents Challenge (ATAC) will take place in October 2021.³ In addition, a one-day

---

³ https://purl.org/atac/2021
follow-up event was scheduled for July 9, 2021, and several participants offered to contribute to a shared “live” demonstrator space that would allow to integrate technologies and to try out new ideas across the targeted research areas (see also the working group report in Section 6.1).

The Virtual Seminar Format

The seminar was organized in a fully virtual format due to the COVID-19 pandemic and brought together 45 participants across 4 different time zones. The seminar’s schedule was designed for focused online interaction and to preserve to some extent the social dimension specific to regular Dagstuhl Seminars. The schedule was also designed to accommodate the participant’s time zones as much as possible. To this end, the schedule was structured around three types of sessions:

- **Plenary sessions**: time-zone friendly sessions that constructed the backbone of the seminar (4h per day);
- **Demos & Tech sessions**: sessions reserved for presenting demonstrators and technologies relevant to the seminar (3 sessions of 2h); the objective of these sessions was to ground the discussions and to paint a picture of what can already be achieved with existing technologies;
- **Social events**: sessions reserved for online social interactions in a virtual representation of Schloss Dagstuhl via Gather.town⁴ (see Figure 1).

The seminar started with five invited talks given by James Hendler, Mike Amundsen, Matthias Kovatsch and Simon Mayer (joint talk), Olivier Boissier, and Dave Raggett (in order of presentation). The invited talks were meant to help bootstrap the discussions and presented developments across the three research areas targeted by the seminar. The reduced virtual format did not allow for additional talks from participants, but we organized several rounds of personal introductions during the first two seminar days.

In the third seminar day, participants used a virtual concept board (see Figure 2) to organize the seminar topics and to assign them into working groups for the rest of the week. The concept board was created from the seminar topics proposed by the co-organizers, the position statements submitted by participants prior to the seminar, and topics that emerged during the first two seminar days. In total, five working groups were created and four working groups submitted consolidated discussion summaries for this report (see Section 6).

The Demos & Tech sessions attracted more submissions than initially foreseen: we initially scheduled two sessions in the second and third seminar days and eventually scheduled a third session in the fourth seminar day to accommodate all submissions. Submissions were in the form of short abstracts (see Section 5) and each participant was given 10 minutes to present a live demonstrator and 5 minutes for questions.

Overview of the Report

This report is organized into four main parts. Section 3 includes the list of abstracts of the invited talks. Section 4 includes position statements submitted by participants before and after the seminar. Section 5 includes the list of abstracts for the demonstrators presented at the seminar. Section 6 includes the reports submitted by the working groups created during the seminar.
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3 Overview of Invited Talks

3.1 Where Are All the Intelligent Agents?

*James A. Hendler (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute – Troy, US)*

The goal of this talk is to provide some thoughts and challenge problems to help frame the vision of this workshop. From the early agent languages of the mid-1980 to the “agent markup languages” that formed the basis of the semantic web, the agents research community has repeatedly put forth visions of what the agents can do. In this talk, I dredge up some of those old visions and ask why it is, after more than thirty years, we still cannot do many of the things we have long promised.

3.2 From Steve Austin to Peter Norvig: Engineering AMEE, the Simple Autonomous Agent

*Mike Amundsen (MuleSoft LLC – San Francisco, US)*

“*We can build it. We have the technology.*” – Oscar Goldman from The Six Million Dollar Man, 1974

Creating and maintaining a simple autonomous agent involves building an application that can successfully deal with Russell & Norvig’s (1995) four elements of intelligent agents: Precepts, Actions, Goals, and Environment. Taking a lead from the 1970s US television series “Six Million Dollar Man” we’ll explore the details of designing and building AMEE, the Agent for Maze Environment Exploration.

Along the way we’ll see how you can use existing web technologies such as hypermedia, semantic profiles, and a compact algorithm to build a small Javascript-based autonomous agent that can successfully navigate random two-dimensional mazes of arbitrary size. Finally, we’ll contemplate how we can apply what we learned in this example to the larger World Wide Web to create more useful and more sophisticated autonomous agents using existing tools and technologies.

3.3 Human-like AI and the Sentient Web

*Dave Raggett (W3C – United Kingdom, GB)*

The seminar organisers cite Jim Hendler, who back in 2007 noted that the Semantic Web still lacked agent-based systems as the basis for services. This remains the case even now in 2021.
Semantic networks and the Aristotelian tradition of mathematical logic have been around for a very long time, but have yet to be widely exploited, despite their popularity in academic circles. Continuing down that path leads to the wasteland of lost dreams and failed ambitions.

Instead, we need to take a fresh look at the natural world with over 500 million years of neural evolution and decades of progress across the cognitive sciences. Human-like AI will enable autonomous agents that think, feel and learn like we do, and are knowledgeable, general purpose, creative, collaborative, empathic, sociable and trustworthy.

Human-like AI can be realised using functional models of the human brain that can be implemented on conventional computer hardware. Human memory can be modelled in terms of the combination of symbolic graphs and sub-symbolic statistical information. Cognition can be modelled in terms of sequential execution of rules together with parallel execution of graph algorithms, along with a blackboard for integrating different systems.

The chunks data and rules language is inspired by John Anderson’s work on ACT-R. A chunk represents a collection of properties whose values are literals or references to other chunks, analogous to n-ary terms in RDF. Chunks correspond to the concurrent firing patterns of a bundle of nerve fibres connecting to a given cortical region. Chunks are also easier to work with than RDF. There is an expanding suite of web-based demos, with incubation taking place in the W3C Cognitive AI Community Group.

Current work is focusing on cognitive natural language processing and how to mimic the ease with which young children learn language. Natural language is key to working around the bottleneck imposed by manual knowledge engineering by enabling agents to learn in the classroom and playground. Further out, work is planned on integrating functional models of the limbic system as a basis for emotional intelligence and social interaction.

Relation to the posed Research Questions (see Executive Summary in Section 1): RQ1 and RQ2 refer to hypermedia, but lack a definition of what that is. One interpretation is as a web of declarative knowledge accessible to people and cognitive agents. This needs to be supplemented by a web of cognitive agents that implement value chains in commercially viable ecosystems. RQ3 and RQ4 talk about communities of people, agents and other resources.

My paper and slides describe solutions involving the Sentient Web, the Digital Self, pull-based business models for the future of web search and e-commerce, the end of the culture of digital surveillance, and the emergence of the Web ‘verse as distributed AR/VR with avatars for people and cognitive agents, as a quantum leap beyond today’s tired Zoom meetings for remote interaction.

Human-like AI will change the world, akin to Alice following the white rabbit down the rabbit hole. Ignore it if you like, as change won’t happen immediately, but be aware that huge changes are on their way! Human-like AI will catalyse changes in how we live and work, with human-machine collaboration to boost productivity as population levels decline to a sustainable level. This will involve re-engineering capitalism for the post-industrial era.

What role will you play!
3.4 From the Internet of Things to Autonomous Systems on the Web

Matthias Kovatsch (Huawei Technologies – München, DE) and Simon Mayer (Universität St. Gallen, CH)

In this talk, we motivate the need for autonomy from the Web of Things perspective. We start by introducing the illustrative term “Web with Things”, where physical devices are connected to the Web, usually by using application-specific gateways, and which aims at simplifying the manual engineering of systems that incorporate physical devices. Next, we introduce the notion of a “Web on Things”, where in adherence with the Web architecture, physical devices are natively integrated into the Web by embedding a (potentially constrained) Web server directly on the Thing itself. This Web-based “Thin Server Architecture” [1] leads to an unbundling of flexible Thing-provided services and mashup applications on top. On the basis of such highly modular systems, we discuss the large potential for the flexible creation of higher-level service mashups and the possibility to automate the required engineering. This automation is necessary, as in dynamic contexts – both regarding goal-driven reconfiguration and fluctuating service availability (e.g., due to mobility) – it becomes impractical to keep developers in the loop for each adaption [3].

Automated mashuping of Things and other services is indeed possible when providing machine-understandable descriptions of Things, which include their data schemas and associated hypermedia controls to describe not only the data model, but the whole interaction model with a Thing. This was a fundamental motivation for the standardization of the W3C Web of Things Thing Description (TD) [2]. However, the initial release of the TD specification predominantly focuses on device management and simple services, and covers only static metadata to mitigate heterogeneity of IoT devices and services. More complex Thing-provided services with multi-step interactions and state changes during service consumption are not yet covered. Current research on these topics focuses specifically on exploiting the concept of “Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State” (HATEOAS). It is the central principle of REST to enable software agents to flexibly consume truly RESTful Web services through hypermedia-driven local guidance. It must be integrated with goal-driven global guidance, which considers the goals of these agents. We conclude the talk with a brief discussion of the complexity of planning in dynamic environments [2], where service interactions induce state changes, and possible ways to mitigate these issues through more economic perception by software agents and through the placement of top-down constraints on the planning problem [4].

Our main messages are:

- IoT devices intrinsically have different requirements than classic Web services – connectivity, resource constraints, mobility, etc.
- IoT applications have to deal with physicality, state changes, and generally highly dynamic environments – this must be covered by semantics as well.
- Hypermedia-driven local guidance needs to be integrated with goal-driven global guidance – signifiers and stigmergy might help.
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3.5 Multi-Agent Oriented Programming as a Means to Bring Agents on the Web

Olivier Boissier (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR)

The Web is pervasive, increasingly populated with interconnected data, services, people and things [6]. As stated in [7], the Web is the middleware of choice for most distributed systems, where hypermedia turns into a homogeneous information fabric that interconnects everything — devices, information resources, abstract concepts, etc. Clients are not only able to browse and query, but also to observe and act on this hypermedia fabric, transforming the Web in a sophisticated social machine [3]. The next step, which has been awaited for a long time, consists in bringing in this global ecosystem, autonomous agents, entities able to react to events while pro-actively defining goals and directing actions to achieve them. Using this hypermedia fabric in a flexible and autonomous manner, agents will build hybrid communities on the Web [2], where they will help people cope with the growing number of available resources, and achieve increasingly complex collaborative tasks.

Research on Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) has led to the development of several models, languages, and technologies for programming not only agents, but also their interaction, the application environment where they are situated, as well as the organisation in which they participate. Research on those topics moved from Agent-Oriented Programming towards Multi-Agent Oriented Programming (MAOP)[1]. A MAS program is then designed and developed using a structured set of concepts and associated first-class design and programming abstractions that go beyond the concepts normally associated with agents. They also include those related to environment, interaction, organisation. As an example of such an approach, JaCaMo is a platform for MAOP[5]. It is built on top of seamlessly integrated dimensions (i.e. structured sets of concepts and associated execution platforms): for programming BDI agents, their artifact-based environments, and their normative organisations. The key purpose of JaCaMo is to support programmers in exploring the synergy between these dimensions, providing a comprehensive and clear programming model, as well as a corresponding platform for developing and running collective autonomous systems.

In this presentation, our claim is that the MAOP framework could serve as the foundations for bringing agents on the Web [4]. Such an approach proposes programming concepts useful to engineer autonomous software agents, to balance reactive and goal-directed behavior in software agents, to define social agents that are able to interact with other agents, to govern
their autonomous behavior while evolving under different organisations, norms and policies. By providing environment concepts as first-class entities, it opens new perspectives on the conceptual integration between MAS and the Web in which the Web becomes visible and uniformly accessible to the agents. It could become a place for stigmergic interactions among agents on the Web, that can be programmed for the agents as it is programmed for the people. Web resources are first class abstractions situated in the agent’s environment as well as in the digital environment of people. Finally, the organisation concepts as first class abstraction open perspectives to provide the means to govern such hybrid communities on the Web. The Web being visible and accessible as the shared environment in which agents act, it may become the entry point for monitoring the actions on the resources of both the autonomous agents and the people, for monitoring the interactions in these hybrid communities. Thanks to organisation as first-class abstraction, governance and social enforcement mechanisms, external to the agents, could then allow to control and regulate the autonomous social behavior of agents.

However, even if this is the first step to bring agents in such hybrid communities on the Web, having a world-wide scale, open and long lived eco-system, requires still to consider several challenging issues.
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4 Overview of Position Statements

4.1 Persuasion Agents on the Web

Jean-Paul Calbimonte (HES-SO Valais – Sierre, CH)
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Introduction

Persuasion can be seen as the action of convincing someone to do something. In this work we refer to persuasion targeting behavior change [5], e.g., for inducing positive lifestyle habits, increasing physical activity, adopting a healthy diet, improving adherence to a treatment, handling stress levels, or adopting strategies for coping with isolation.

We argue that agents on the Web [3] have the potential to bring autonomous and personalized orchestration of large scale persuasion strategies, while allowing decentralized and privacy preserving data management. Nevertheless, this potential requires exploring challenges related to the heterogeneity of persuadees, personalization of persuasion techniques, ethical constraints, as well as coordination & negotiation strategies among persuasion participants.

Agents & Persuasion

Persuasion is often needed when people manifest the will to adopt new or different habits, resolutions, lifestyle choices, as well as to follow a certain treatment aiming at improving their health. Although in many cases such people may have the intention to stick to their decision, they often require non-negligible support and guidance in order to attain the desired behavior change. In this context, persuasion strategies are of utmost importance, specially if the social dimension and the personalization aspects are taken into consideration [1, 4].

Agents on the Web provide a unique combination that matches three of the key aspects required for persuasion: autonomy, decentralization and interlinking. In fact, agents allow encapsulating both persuaders and persuadees, including their motivations and objectives, while relying on a decentralized governance in which all participants are interconnected [3, 6].

Indeed, agents allow modelling persuadees’ goals, as well as expectations and behaviors, without the need of a central authority dictating how their interactions should be played out. Moreover, Web agents are deployed in an environment that is inherently open to the construction of social spaces. In persuasion, the role of peers and social influence is crucial for achieving effective results, and the creation of persuasion agent communities on the Web may offer a collective behavior change in a number of domains.

Challenges

Considering the potential of Agents on the Web for persuasion in behavior change, we identify a number of relevant challenges:

- Heterogeneous domain knowledge: Web Semantics are a deadly weapon against heterogeneity of agents’ knowledge and beliefs. Coherent and mutually understandable knowledge among agents is a fundamental step towards persuasion at scale.

- Modelling participant’s goals, preferences, and expectations provides the foundations for agent-driven understanding of the persuadee. However, these elements have a subjective dimension which is often hard to capture adequately.
Social coordination of agents allows communities of persuadees to increase the efficacy of behavior change, not only of the individual but for the entire group.

Negotiation in persuasion is key for dynamic revision of behavior change strategies, as well as to find compromises that adapt to changing situations and redefinition of goals.

The risks of manipulation and mischievous behaviors surround the field of computational persuasion. Ethical concerns regarding the implementation of agent-based persuasion need to be integrated into this research road-map.

Behavior change inherently requires handling sensitive data, which should be subject to strict privacy constraint, while guaranteeing data control & ownership for the persuadee.

Opportunities

Addressing these challenges, persuasion agents on the Web may open a number of research opportunities:

- Exploiting semantics as means to facilitate agent coordination and negotiation towards common goals in persuasion scenarios [8].
- Design and implementation of rational argumentation mechanisms [7] using semantics as the backbone of persuasion interactions via dialogues, e.g. conversational agents.
- Creation of personal Knowledge Graphs used to describe both intra-agent and inter-agent interactions and behaviors.
- Design of explainable and accountable persuasion agents whose actions can be traced, justified, and contrasted against objectives/constraints.
- Domain-specific deployments on different areas including eHealth, prevention, physical activity, diet, mental health, etc.
- Study of ethical agents on the Web, including risks and prevention mechanisms [2], as well as the implementation of transparency & fairness policies within the persuasion environment.
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4.2 The Contribution of Modal Logics to Hyperagent Theory

Victor Charpenay (Mines Saint-Étienne, FR)

The Web is a versatile environment. Its architecture can apply to a broad range of systems, from the technical systems of Industry 4.0 to collaborative editing platforms to Social Linked Data: any large-scale decentralized system can be designed in terms of autonomous Web agents. The Web architecture suggests a unified way for agents of perceiving their environment, acting on it and interacting with each other.

The Multi-Agent Oriented Programming (MAOP) framework, materialized by JaCaMo [1], could serve as the foundations of a theory for autonomous Web agents. The theory would also include Web of Things (WoT) principles, to anchor (software) agents in their physical environment and provide them with a body. The Resource Description Framework (RDF), in line with what it has be designed for, would help integrate WoT with MAOP. Agents would then have a mind, a body and a common language, three essential pieces of a unified theory of autonomous Web agents. To give a name to that new class of agents, the “cyberagent” would have been a good candidate – after all, the ambition is to use cyberspace as the information layer of cyber-physical systems. The term “hyperagent” has settled instead, though, conveying more distinctly where novelty comes from: it comes from the Web.

MAOP and WoT, with RDF in the middle, do not make for a unified theory alone, though. While RDF is a useful abstraction to expose static knowledge of the physical world to agents, it lacks two features that are paramount in multi-agent systems: the relativity of that knowledge (1) to a speaker and (2) to time.

For instance, the architecture of the Web does not prevent different origin servers from exposing inconsistent knowledge. Agents should be able to distinguish between the various servers and trace the provenance of the knowledge they are exposed. RDF also shows some limitations in formalizing the concept of affordance, defined in WoT. Affordances are what allows sensors and actuators to “afford” potential actions to agents. Formally, affordances are defined in RDF only as plain resources providing templates (or “forms”) to submit data to Web servers. How should hyperagents select an affordance, among those they find in their environment? How can agents evaluate the relevance of an affordance against its own intentions? The answer lies in the ability of agents to formally entail what consequences submitting a form has on the physical world, a form of temporal reasoning.

The key to the above research questions, in both cases, is to introduce modalities to RDF. To make RDF statements relative to a speaker, use epistemic modal logics. To make them relative to time, use temporal logics. However, applying epistemic or temporal modalities to RDF is an arduous task. The logical language of RDF is OWL, the Web Ontology Language. OWL has been mostly designed for the purpose of semantically aligning various sources of information under an abstract model made of classes and properties. Popular temporal logics such as Linear Temporal Logic or Allen’s interval calculus [2] cannot be embedded in the most expressive variant of OWL, based on the SROIQ Description Logic. OWL is not much more helpful in modeling subjectivity, as it makes no distinction between knowledge and belief.

Early on, the multi-agent community has identified modal logics as suitable foundations to distinguish present events from future ones, potential actions from occurring ones and knowledge from belief. These distinctions are necessary for agents to make observations, commit to choices or influence each other. “Reasoning, after all, is just one form of information
handling by rational agents” [3]. By slightly reducing the expressive power of OWL, other forms of information handling can be formalized through epistemic or temporal but also dynamic and deontic modalities. Most importantly, modal logics would help formalize further the concept of affordance defined in WoT, to make it useful to hyperagents.

The premises of a modal language have recently been introduced with RDF-star\(^6\) but the language does not include traditional logical connectors such as negation, disjunction and implication. Introducing modalities to RDF is an important step forward in theorizing hyperagents and much remains to be done in that respect.
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4.3 The Web as a Culture Broth for Agents and People to Grow Knowledge

*Jérôme Euzenat (INRIA – Grenoble, FR)*
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The worldwide web is, in particular, a fantastic medium through which people and organisations share knowledge. This initial ambition of the web has not faded, though the web is used for many other purposes and efforts are deployed to privatise part of it.

Agents on the web

There are plenty of agents on the Web already, they behave like tiny machines: as consumers, harvesting knowledge through crawling the web, as builders, developing the web through connecting and adding knowledge, as repairers, finding dangling links, contradicting statements, and fixing then. These are some basic tasks by which such agents can contribute to the web. And they do it, for instance as wikipedia bots.

As long as agents are autonomous, some of them will unweave what others woven. This is also what people do. But the web will be more solid as agents were to share a weaving culture. How can this be when they are autonomous? Agents have to better communicate with each others. They can do this in various ways: direct communication, cooperation or taking the web as a transportation layer, but also as a medium. Thanks to the web, agents can be autonomous and social, not autonomous and lonely.

Agents as knowledge producers

Like yeast refines sugar into alcohol, agents may refine web data into knowledge and beliefs. They may perform such tasks at a relatively basic level based on syntactic or statistical hints. They may do it as well by developing a deeper understanding of the web content and the knowledge that underlies it.

\(^6\) https://w3c.github.io/rdf-star/cg-spec/
The semantic web effort [1] was one step in this direction. The ability to express formal knowledge, as ontologies, and to understand data through this knowledge is a stepping stone on which agents could build. It has led to proposals such as a data washing machine built on web knowledge itself [2].

**Knowledge as culture**

Knowledge and beliefs are socially elaborated as part of the culture of a society. Sharing knowledge is building cultures, different cultures. We should study how agents can elaborate knowledge socially and culturally [3]. This falls into the topic of cultural evolution, in which evolution theory is applied to such phenomena [4]. We should study how they can evolve their knowledge through wandering, learning, building or repairing the web.

There may be many ways to study this: analysing how human societies do it, developing logical theories of knowledge evolution, or experimenting with cultural knowledge evolution. We are currently running a program [5, 6], building on the work on cultural language evolution [7], to deepen our understanding of how agents may evolve their knowledge.

But, like people, it would be nice that agents have a life beyond the web.

**Agents and people**

Human beings are in the web like fishes in the sea. The web, as a mediation architecture, has been massively adopted, in various modalities by human beings. Yet, it is a fully artificial environment, so eventually prone to be adopted by agents.

As discussed in previous sections, the building of a culture is only achieved through interaction, either implicit or explicit, and adapting behaviour with respect to interaction. Because the web could be an environment natural to both agents and human beings, it is a perfect playground for studying further cultural evolution in agents driven by human-compatibility [8]. Actually, it may also be a good playground to study as well how human-compatible are some human behaviour.
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4.4 Merry hMAS and Happy New Web: A Wish for Standardizing an AI-Friendly Web Architecture for Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems
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Although it was initially an “Information management proposal” [1] the Web really is a successful « application integration platform » [2]. More importantly, it is both. It is a self-documenting hypermedia system for application and information integration, and that makes the Web very special. Just like it is important to propose a Web of linked data and distributed RDF knowledge graphs as an alternative to data silos [3], the Web must also support an alternative to intelligence silos and thrive to host a wealth of distributed artificial and natural intelligence forming hybrid communities [6] and managing distributed resources [10]. This is a call for hMAS: Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems [4] [5].

Among the success factors of the Web are a number of non-functional properties purposefully enforced at design time including: simplicity, generality, portability, extensibility and the systematic search for compatibility [8]. For instance, the simplicity meant, at the time, accepting to simplify solutions (e.g. SGML vs. HTML, HTTP vs other protocols) but also proposing viral approaches for adoption to learn to “weave by weaving” including copy-paste facilities of Web pages codes to start to contribute and what will later become the wiki-way too. The fact the Web proposal was put in the public domain by CERN in 1993 was also critical in reaching the threshold in volume of attractive resources and trigger the network effects and Metcalfe’s law. All these lessons learnt should be kept in mind when specifying hMAS.

Making autonomous agents a first class abstraction of the Web architecture requires importing important MAS concepts (environment, workspace, platform, situatedness, observability, organizations, norms, regulation, interactions). But to maintain extensibility
and forward compatibility hMAS must be a friendly architecture for all types of agents [9]: reactive vs cognitive, knowledge reasoning vs connectionist, stygmergy-oriented vs contractual protocol ones... In this picture, semantic Web and linked data [7] have a key role to play both in weaving the hypermedia fabric for the agents’ environment and in providing the semantics to capture the key concepts of hMAS in ontologies to ensure interoperability. Extensible top ontologies are needed to setup the architecture and support extension by domain-dependent and task-dependent ontologies needed for practical concrete applications.

Linked data also come with solutions and concepts to be used and aligned with hMAS for instance LDP [11] principles and containers or languages such as SPARQL to manipulate RDF data, SCHACL to validate and exchange constraints, and extensions such as LDScript to program on top of linked data [12], a language that could be a candidate to align with agent programming languages. For instance, the notion of norms in MAS could be positioned w.r.t. rule languages and validation languages like SHACL which use cases already include both the validation of outputs and inputs of a software and the validation of interactions with a human like we would have in hybrid communities.

In parallel, Web of things, thin servers [13] and Digital Twins [14] are giving more and more substance to the Web resources that shadow physical resources. The URI could lead to more and more informed Web resources and put in touch a variety of digital twins and autonomous agents with the potential of supporting multi-model approaches at an unprecedented scale. Here again, the linked data framework holds the potential for deeply linking all these models [15].

To conclude, one of the hardest tasks for Tim Berners-Lee in the early 90s was to make people imagine a world with a fully deploy Web. Years later, it is hard to imagine a world without the Web. We have the same cold-start problem with the hMAS and we need to find incentives for this change to happen and to reach the threshold in terms of usage that will trigger the network effect and make it go viral. Therefore, together with a proposal of a standard architecture, we need to find incentives and added values for hMAS to be taken on by industry and developers.
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4.5 About the Place of Agents in the Web

Jomi Fred Hübner (Federal University of Santa Catarina, BR)

The place of agents in the web is here considered as an integration issue. Both agents and other systems have benefits with the integration, essentially because they are the best technology for differente (and to some extent disjunct) problems. When integrating agents with web entities or resources, we face two cases: (1) agents accessing web entities; and (2) web entities accessing agents. While the former case is addressed by many proposals, the latter case is mostly ignored. Of course, these cases are not viable if the web is considered simply as a kind of transport layer. A proper integration requires a better place for the web.

The most common view for the integration is that the web is the environment for the agents. They access the web resources by perceiving and acting on it. However, for a web application to access an agent, the solution is not so straightforward. Possible solutions are: (i) the application has to provide particular perception for the agent and waits for its action; (ii) the application has to be agentified and so recognised by the agent as a pair it can interact with using an Agent Communication Language. The first solution requires...
that the agent is perceiving the web application, a quite strong requirement. The second solution requires that we model the web application as an agent, something that could be conceptually inappropriate. In both solutions, the web application has to be modified or adapted for the agent. In this view, the integration exists essentially for the benefit of the agents.

Another view is to transform agents into web resources, they should be resourcefied and thus easily accessed by web applications. The consequences of reducing (cognitive) agents to resources are not clear for me and deserves further investigation. Is it the case of simply providing a common web API for the agents? Anyway, agents will be useful for the web only if they can be easily used by the web.

Briefly, I propose that we should look for an approach where agents and web applications can be integrated as they are, without adaptation in any side.

4.6 The Notion of an Agent as a Practical Software Engineering Abstraction

Timotheus Kampik (University of Umeå, SE)

In today’s interconnected information technology ecosystems, software engineering abstractions that are designed to encapsulate autonomous behavior are of increasing relevance. In the academic Artificial Intelligence community, the notion of an agent is the most prominent concept in this regard, and an active sub-community works on agent-oriented software engineering abstractions, in particular on Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) languages and frameworks [1]. While existing AOP variants excel at facilitating scientific exploration at the intersection of academic programming and knowledge representation & reasoning, making the case for agent-orientation in practical software engineering is an open problem [2]. To work toward a solution, minimally viable agent-oriented abstractions can be designed in the context of mainstream programming languages and frameworks. As to our understanding, these abstractions should:

- Provide a clear and intuitive value proposition to a (perhaps somewhat intellectually curious) practicing software engineer – even one without a Computer Science degree;
- Not add any non-essential overhead that steepens the learning curve and hampers adoption, for example by imposing languages, dialects, or paradigms that do not fit into modern software development processes and toolchains;
- Come with clear design principles with regard to agent internals (reasoning cycle) and agent interface design (interaction and discoverability).

Potential insights can be gained from the relatively recent spread of functional programming flavors to mainstream and originally predominantly object-oriented programming languages and frameworks, a high-profile example being React.js\(^\text{327}\) in the context of JavaScript.
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### 4.7 Read-Write Linked Data and the Web Architecture as Substrate for Agent-based Information Systems
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The web architecture is an architecture that has scaled to a global information exchange infrastructure, but it comes with peculiar constraints, summarised in the REST architectural style [7]. Augmented with knowledge representation using semantic technologies, thus forming Read-Write Linked Data [1], the web presents us with a substrate for integration on the component interaction and data level, i.e. a substrate for interoperability. While interaction, data, and component descriptions have been standardised e.g. in [6, 5], a commonly agreed suitable abstraction for describing behaviour has not yet established itself. This may be because there are theoretical foundations for behaviour on Read-Write Linked Data such as [9] have been missing, or established behaviour descriptions from other disciplines such as workflow management require glue and adaption such as [10, 11] before they can be applied on Read-Write Linked Data.

Even once behaviour execution is clear, the sheer number of system components and devices available already today call for assistance for composition and coordination. To this end, more properties of the web architecture such as hypermedia, more standards such as the Thing Descriptions [8], the Linked Data Platform [13], and Linked Data Notifications [3], together with more Artificial Intelligence agent [12] and multi-agent systems [2] techniques need to be intelligently layered on top [4] in order to fully exploit Read-Write Linked Data as architecture to tackle the interoperability challenges of information systems.

**References**

Based on the decoupling of application logic from the firmware of IoT devices by modeling sensors and actuators of connected devices as Web resources, “Thin Servers” [1] create a rich playground for the construction of device and service mashups [2]. However, to exploit the potential of this playground machine-interpretable descriptions are required not just of device and service interfaces (to enable the automatic execution of mashups), but of device and service capabilities. Recently, important first steps towards such descriptions have been concluded by the World Wide Web Consortium, in the form of the W3C WoT Thing Description.

Looking ahead, the embedding of additional, higher-level, metadata about devices and services that is integrated with the W3C WoT TD and describes artifact capabilities and consequences of their execution [3] is a necessary next step to allow the further automation of device and service integration across domains. Especially within the Web of Things field, it would furthermore be highly beneficial to attempt the integration of such models with numerical (e.g., physics-based) models of real-world environments and artifacts. Inspired by recent work on Hybrid Systems [4], this would enable fascinating applications where systems integrate semantic metadata about artifact interfaces and capabilities with (numerical) models of their surroundings and of themselves. Following the thin server idea, involved models in a system would then be exposed as individual Web resources and integrated into
functional composites, for instance via approaches such as Linked Open Code [5]; and such concepts could be taken further into the integration of semantically-tethered clauses in the feature/reward design of reinforcement learning systems.

The integration of semantic, numerical, and interface models across domains leads to high complexity in the service composition process. Already without the integration of numerical models in its reasoning, traditional automated planning approaches fail since “proofs must consider the possible environment states which significantly increases the state space for the reasoner, leading to longer execution times” [6]. Automated planning thus requires support, which might be delivered top-down (by constraining the planning problem) and/or bottom-up (during the service selection process). Bottom-up, hypermedia-driven “local guidance” – i.e., REST’s HATEOAS principle – might be promising, and it should be explored how carefully designed signifiers [7] could enable local guidance for software agents on top of W3C WoT TDs. Top-down, users could be supplied with an interface to specify constraints around the planning problem and thereby facilitate the planner’s task, for instance through the integration of automated planning with multi-agent oriented programming [8].

The integration of concepts, models, and results from the fields of knowledge engineering, mathematical modeling, autonomous agents, and human-computer interaction through the homogeneous information fabric of hypermedia that is proposed in this abstract and advanced with our Dagstuhl Seminar on Autonomous Agents on the Web is highly timely, highly promising, and highly stimulating – we need to, together and across communities, identify the challenges on our path to such ideal human-machine and machine-machine systems, and define an agenda to overcome them.
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Alessandro Ricci (Università di Bologna, IT)

In this position paper, I would like to consider a challenge that may be effective to reason and exchange ideas on different key issues that concern “Autonomous Agents on the Web”, as reported in the seminar description. The challenge is about shaping/designing “National Digital Twins” (NDT).

National Digital Twins are about large-scale open ecosystems of connected digital twins. A main reference for that is the “National Digital Twin Programme” at CDBB (Centre for Digital Built Britain)\(^8\) based on the “Gemini principles”\(^9\), and other similar efforts in literature [1]. Here I will consider an even broader perspective, besides specific domains.

A Digital Twin (DT) is a digital replica or virtual image of some physical asset, coupled at real-time with its physical twin, available as a service/component on the network, with a proper API. The physical asset can be a physical object/resource, but also a place, a person, or a process which occurs in the physical world. A DT can be used to track, monitor a physical asset, but also to simulate its behaviour in what-if scenarios or forecast what is going to happen, as well as augment its functionalities. A DT follows the entire engineering lifecycle of the physical twin – from design time to operation time. DTs originated in aerospace, more recently have become a mantra for Industry 4.0, and nowadays they are more and more considered in broader contexts (smart cities, healthcare...) [2].

The “National Digital Twin” view calls for adopting DT as a paradigm for a vision of pervasive digital transformation where DTs are uniformly used to virtualize any strategic physical assets of organisations/institutions, in an open, large-scale and cross-domain perspective. It accounts for open and dynamic ecosystems of connected digital twins, in a system of systems perspective. Such ecosystems become the digital fabric mirroring the physical world – as base OS-like infrastructure to be exploited by independent smart applications running on top. Actually, this strongly recalls the vision of “Mirror World” as injected by David Gelernter three decades ago [3], and more recent extensions [4].

Indeed WoT, (Semantic) Web, and Autonomous Agents appear to be main ingredients for conceiving NDTs. However, shaping infrastructures to design and implement a NDT puts forth some interesting challenges and opportunities about how to put together these ingredients.

Main questions

- [NDT as hypermedia-based environments / dynamic distributed KG] – Could NDTs be effectively modelled as hypermedia-based environments? Could Semantic Web models and technologies be effective in modeling both the structure and dynamics (events) of NDTs at the knowledge level?
- [Cognitive agents observing and reasoning about dynamic distributed KG] – NDT calls for autonomous agents that are capable of observing and reasoning about (dynamic and distributed) knowledge graphs. How to effectively integrate this capability in cognitive architectures e.g. BDI?

\(^8\) https://www.cdbb.cam.ac.uk/what-we-do/national-digital-twin-programme
\(^9\) https://www.cdbb.cam.ac.uk/DFTG/GeminiPrinciples
Agents exploiting simulation – DT may be used to simulate future behaviour of the physical asset. This opens the door to think about intelligent agents reasoning not only about the current/past events, but also about future/forecast events/situations, to take decisions.
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3 Gelernter, D. (1993). Mirror worlds: Or the day software puts the universe in a shoebox... How it will happen and what it will mean. Oxford University Press.

4.10 Stigmergy and REST – A Perfect Match for Agents on the Web?

Daniel Schraudner (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, DE)

Simple beings like ants can show a relatively complex but nonetheless efficient behaviour when working together and sharing relevant information through their environment. Those ants easily can be modelled as simple reflex agents using stigmergy. Most Multi-Agent Systems in contrast however coordinate by sending direct messages from agent to agent. This leads to the need for rather complex agents as they have to maintain an inner model ("beliefs") of the world to take informed decisions. By using the environment as a means of communications agents can share their knowledge with other agents more easily. Model-based reflex agents e. g. could be able to externalize their internal model thus being reduced to simple reflex agents, the simplest form of agents according to [1].

There already have been many approaches to bring Multi-Agent Systems to the Web. Early approaches mainly relied on RPC-style web services like the WS-* standards and SOAP. Also the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) provided a set of standards to enable autonomous agents to communicate using Web protocols like HTTP.

However, even though using technologies from the Web, all those approaches only used the Web as a communication layer and thus were not aligned to the the architectural style of the application layer of the Web (e. g. FIPA also allows to send messages via SMTP instead of HTTP). Failing to fulfill the architectural constraints of REST, those approaches will not profit from the architectural properties of web applications (better scalability, loose coupling, caching, etc.) [2].

Recently there have been approaches following the architectural style of REST more closely. Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems [3] specifically focus on the Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State (HATEOAS) constraint to provide agents with a uniform way to discover new agents and artifacts and interact with them. Although this definitely goes in the right direction, we think that the other constraints that comprise REST should not be neglected.
According to Fielding [4], the following constraints apply for RESTful applications:

- Client-Server Architecture
- Statelessness
- Cacheability
- Uniform Interface
- Layered System
- Code-On-Demand (optional)

We propose that by applying the communication paradigm of stigmergy to Multi-Agent Systems in the Web makes it much easier to fulfill the architectural constraints of REST:

4.10.1 Client-Server Architecture

Allowing agents to only directly communicate with artifacts brings a clear separation between clients (agents) and servers (artifacts). Clients can manipulate the state of the servers but not of each other (only indirectly by writing and reading something to resp. from a server).

4.10.2 Statelessness

Stateless communication between agent and artifact is much easier to achieve than between agent and agent. Each artifact has a distinct resource state that is shared among all agents and thus communication with the artifact can be stateless. Communication between two agents in contrast will depend on the current context of the agents.

4.10.3 Cacheability

Agent-Artifact communication is cacheable more easily because the transferred message will always be a representation of an artifact state. Among agents on the contrary, arbitrary message patterns are possible which do not allow for easy caching.

4.10.4 Uniform Interface

The Uniform interface basically is what Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems focus on; it nevertheless is very important.

4.10.5 Layered System

The Layered System constraint is easily fulfilled by using the HTTP protocol between artifact and agent. HTTP could also be used for communication among agents, however since HTTP can only be used for bidirectional communication initiated by a client to a server, this would violate the clear separation between client and server.

4.10.6 Code-On-Demand

As simple reflex agents are based on rules, it would be easy for an artifact server to provide the agent with new rules on how to handle the specific resources provided by this server.
4.11 The Value of Knowledge: Opportunistic Knowledge Sharing

Valentina Tamma (University of Liverpool, GB) and María Poveda-Villalón (Technical University of Madrid, ES)

Agents are autonomous software entities that perform actions given the perception of their environment, and their prior knowledge. Agents exploit knowledge to different extents: from making sense of raw data from sensors, to exploiting implicit or explicit knowledge when cooperating with others. We focus on agents that utilise knowledge to exhibit autonomy and rationality and inhabit an ecosystem in which they seamlessly interact with other agents and humans.

Such ecosystem is necessarily knowledge driven: agents and the environment produce and consume knowledge, which is used to respond proactively and autonomously to the events occurring in the environment [7]. The agents’ knowledge is expressed using different formalisms, is modelled in an agent’s ontology to support communication.

Both agents and the environment are not static, but constantly evolve, with knowledge being produced or discarded, agents joining coalitions or operating independently in an opportunistic and transient fashion. The knowledge that agents produce and consume is an asset in its own right, has a measurable value quantified with respect to the tasks it supports. Therefore, agents need to treat knowledge as another resource they can made use of, and decide if, when and how to share it. However, sharing knowledge has both benefits and costs, and an agent acting rationally needs to evaluate these factors before deciding whether to share their knowledge [2]. In addition, an agent should be able to assess when it is in its interest to: 1) disclose all or part of its knowledge; 2) evolve this knowledge and align it with the knowledge of other agents in its environment; or 3) refuse to cooperate with other agents as it would be too costly in terms of disclosing its knowledge or evolving it.

The Semantic Web is, from this perspective, the perfect infrastructure for enabling this MAS knowledge-based ecosystem. Not only it provides the protocols that enable the sharing of fragments of knowledge (in the form of RDF triples or OWL axioms), but the wealth of existing vocabularies published in ontology repositories such as Linked Open Vocabularies [6], Bioportal [10] or in the LOD cloud promotes diversity in the representation of agent knowledge.

---

10 https://bioportal.bioontology.org
Typically, these vocabularies are used to annotate the Linked Data made available by SPARQL endpoints, or other publication formats, with the concepts and relations defining the domain at hand. In addition, some metadata is provided by complementary vocabularies as Provenance, Void, etc.

The idea of the Web infrastructure as a mechanism to share data using well defined standards and protocols has been extended to include physical objects, which are thus given a URI and can interact by using the HTTP protocol. This has motivated the specification of the network protocols underlying the Internet of Things (IoT) and the idea that Web applications consuming data from disparate devices. However, the IoT has never reached full harmonisation: the Web of Things (WoT) has emerged as an effort to counter fragmentation by proposing an application layer for the IoT based on web standards, such as standardised metadata and data transmission protocols (e.g., REST) to facilitate integration across IoT platforms and application domains.

Therefore, the Web is increasingly seen as an infrastructure for data production and consumption, where data is provided in manifold ways: directly as Linked Data, but also as a reference to the data source. For example in the WoT the data origin is described, and possibly transformed and exposed by SPARQL endpoints [1].

However, for this infrastructure to work efficiently, it requires the definition of fine tuned protocols or interaction methods to support decentralised collaborative approaches to knowledge sharing, where agents can agree on the terms to share [5, 3], or to evolve their knowledge to respond to errors [4].

In this context, the data might need to be translated into RDF in a posterior phase, following a set of mappings from the original sources to the target ontologies. In this context, it would be of interest of the WoT and semantic web communities to work towards the standardisation of mapping languages to be extended to WoT scenarios. In addition, the role of top-level ontologies should be analysed together with the use of complementary vocabularies (privacy models, access rights, provenance, behaviour, contracts, etc.)

In order to deliver such knowledge-based ecosystem we need to address a number of challenges, some of which are aligned with those identified for this Dagstuhl seminar:

(i) Providing a vocabulary ecosystem configuration, that allows agents to identify and define 1) the minimum vocabulary or vocabularies needed, and 2) the possible relations amongst them to support discovery, access and interoperability amongst autonomous agents operating in the WoT;

(ii) Defining a more nuanced notion of “knowledge privacy”, where agents make a value-based decision over the knowledge they share;

(iii) Establishing mechanisms for reaching semantic interoperability dynamically, that are opportunistic, and transaction based;

(iv) Representing and reasoning with uncertain and partial knowledge to model other agents.
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4.12 Signifiers for Autonomous Agents: Perceiving and Acting in Affordance-Rich Hypermedia Environments

Danai Vachtsevanou (Universität St. Gallen, CH)

The Web’s immense capacity of interaction possibilities is both what empowers users and what imposes on them the challenge of handling and making the most of such abundance of heterogeneous resources. Since the 1960s, affordance theory [1] has influenced many applied fields in modeling and designing possibilities of action offered to people by virtual and physical resources\(^\text{11}\). The Web environment itself is instilled with such affordances due to the mechanism that lands at the very depths of its heart: hypermedia. Hypermedia binds together information and controls such that the information becomes the affordance through which people and automated clients (or even autonomous agents) obtain choices and engage in interactions\(^\text{12}\). However, as the Web expands its uniform interface to accommodate users with varying abilities (i.e. different classes of autonomous agents) and resources whose capabilities are exposed through different mediums (i.e. through physical, virtual or mixed reality interfaces), we need to further investigate the following: a) what type of information is required for describing interactions with heterogeneous resources, and b) when and how this information should be rendered with respect to user abilities and objectives. Specifically, for diminishing the gap between the objectives and actions of software agents, we take inspiration from human-computer interaction towards the design of a new class of information carriers: a new class of signifiers [3] for autonomous agents on the Web.

The separation of concerns between affordances and signifiers reduces the coupling between the design of affordances and the design of perceptible information about affordances. This could be beneficial particularly for autonomous agents on the Web. Affordances express which agent abilities and artifact\(^\text{13}\) capabilities are compatible with each other and when. Affordances can be expressed through relationships that are checked at run-time based on the temporal complementarity of an agent’s abilities, an artifact’s capabilities, and their state within their shared environment. On the other hand, signifiers convey to an agent

\(^{11}\) We refer the interested reader to [2] for an overview of the fields that adopt affordance theory in design and applications.


\(^{13}\) Artifacts represent “resources and tools that agents can dynamically instantiate, share and use to support their individual and collective activities” [4].
clear and unambiguous cues on how to exploit an emerging affordance and how relevant this interaction is for the agent (e.g. based on the agent’s intentions). By treating them as separate abstractions, affordances and signifiers can be modified and monitored independently by agents that have different interests and/or access rights (e.g. an agent may have the permission to update a signifier but not the related affordance).

Affordances and signifiers enable agents to pick up from their environment only the minimal information that is most relevant for interaction (i.e. principle of economical perception[1]), thus facilitating them to cope with large-scale environments. Specifically, agents’ percepts could be adjusted quantitavely and qualitatively through limiting the set of perceived signifiers to one that maps to currently exploitable and prioritized affordances. Furthermore, since exploiting an affordance may lead to the perception of information about a new set of exploitable affordances, agents are given the chance to progressively explore their environment based on their intentions and take advantage of newly-discovered action opportunities. This step-wise navigation decouples further the agents from their environment, allowing both to evolve independently at run-time. To this end, it is interesting to investigate the following:

- How to model and represent affordances as relationships between autonomous agents and their hypermedia environment.
- How to model and represent signifiers for autonomous agents in hypermedia environments.
- How to enable autonomous agents, artifact designers and environment designers to publish, share and modify signifiers.
- How to enable autonomous agents to perceive signifiers based on the principle of economical perception.
- How to design mechanisms for dynamically adjusting the salience of signifiers such as to properly invite autonomous agents to interact.
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5 Overview of Demonstrators

5.1 A Toolchain for Enabling Process Mining from IoT Data

Ronny Seiger (Universität St. Gallen, CH) Andrea Burattin (Technical University of Denmark, DK) and Barbara Weber (Universität St. Gallen, CH)

Process Mining (PM) as a subdiscipline of Business Process Management (BPM) focuses on the discovery, analysis and improvement of business processes based on the digital traces (event logs) of the corresponding process executions monitored and managed by a BPM system [1]. While these systems usually exist within enterprises to manage various kinds of digital commercial and organizational processes, the availability of a BPM system in Internet of Things (IoT) environments or cyber-physical systems (CPS) cannot always be assumed. Thus, the large body of process mining methods and techniques developed by the PM community is not applicable “as-is” to this kind of high-level processes—although these processes clearly exist in CPS/IoT and would benefit from a PM-based analysis [2]. On the other hand, data produced by the sensors, devices and machines of an IoT environment is usually not process-aware and too fine-grained (low-level) to be a suitable basis for process mining.

This demo presents a toolchain for enabling process mining from IoT data of a smart factory [3]. Using recorded and replayed event streams of raw IoT data from a smart factory, we show how to use stream processing/complex event processing (CEP) as core technology to aggregate, abstract and correlate these low-level event streams to higher level (business) process events [4]. These process events are transformed into the XES standard to enable 1) offline process mining from a persisted event log, and 2) online process mining on process event streams [5]. With standard process mining tools and techniques, the underlying processes and statistics can then be discovered, conformance regarding a normative process model can be checked, and processes can be enhanced. These techniques may also be suitable for visualizing and analyzing interactions and collaboration (e.g., as social networks) among multiple agents in autonomous systems—not necessarily relying on the presence if a BPM system to manage the process executions.
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Figure 3 The base parts appear at the delivery station. They are transported to the according workstations and stored in the Rack inbetween. In the end the IoT boards get shipped.

5.2 Linked Data-Fu – A Manufacturing Demo

Daniel Schraudner (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, DE) and Andreas Harth (Fraunhofer IIS – Nürnberg, DE)
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Linked Data-Fu is an end-to-end data processing system for data integration and system interoperation with Linked Data. Linked Programs are Notation3-based specifications for accessing, processing and changing Linked Data, based on logical rules and production rules. Linked Programs can be evaluated with ldfu.[1]

We implement simple reflex agents by executing ldfu in a cycle. The agents can explore and perceive their environment by sending HTTP GET requests where the Notation3 rules control which GET requests are sent out and thus control the exploring behavior of the agents. As the Notation3 rule correspond to the agents’ reflex rules, they also guide the agents’ actions, i. e. whether and how they act upon their environment by sending unsafe HTTP requests.

The simple reflex agents are used for controlling automated guided vehicles and workstations in a simulated manufacturing scenario coordinating themselves using stigmergy. The task in the scenario is to manufacture IoT boards that are build out of two parts, one of those two parts being again build out of two other parts [2]. An overview of the process can be seen in Figure 1.
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In our demo, we show an approach to use simple reflex agents [1] with stigmergy to fulfill a basic transportation task in a self-organizing manner. Stigmergy is defined as indirect communication between agents through changing and evaluating their common environment [4]. It is inspired by social insects, e.g. ants and their creation of trails with the help of placed pheromones [3]. Our approach is motivated by the pickup-and-delivery-problem [2] and shall provide new thoughts on how to handle dynamic and stochastic influences. We focus on decentralized agent interaction, a simple rule set, restriction of their perception to local surroundings and on the environment’s emphasized role as sole possibility for indirect communication between agents.

In our simulation, randomly moving transporters wander around a defined shop floor with a fixed number of stations. Here, the transporters are simple reflex agents using stigmergy. Their task is to pick up and deliver randomly generated, colored items to a corresponding station, while following their simple set of rules and the restrictions from above. Agents share their knowledge about destinations of transportation requests of colored items by creating uniform marks in their common environment. When they come across a suitable station during their random walk and can deliver their carried item successfully, the transporters place a corresponding mark in their environment around the station. When they carry an item and perceive an already placed, corresponding color mark in their own surroundings, they follow these marks and restrict their search area to the marked zone instead of randomly wandering around. Hence, the transporters cooperate indirectly to show each others paths to find the stations they are looking for. They perceive, share and amend each others knowledge via these stigmergy markers in their environment.

We compare these simple reflex agents in two scenarios, one with the usage of stigmergy and one without, that have been implemented in GAMA, a modeling and simulation environment, with respect to the amount of delivered items over time and the mean time to deliver an item. We observe that the agents create a new emergence in the given setup in terms of performance improvement when they use stigmergy.

This work was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research through the MOSAIK project (grant no. 01IS18070A).
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5.4 Exploring Agent-Oriented Programming Abstractions in JavaScript with JS-son

Timotheus Kampik (University of Umeå, SE)
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According to a recent community report [4], more work is needed to bridge the gap between academic agent-oriented programming and mainstream programming approaches that are employed by the industry. To work towards this objective, we are developing the JS-son JavaScript library [2] (prototype) for implementing cognitive agents. JS-son supports various reasoning loops that resemble the classical belief-desire-intention approach [1] to different extents. It is possible to deploy JS-son agents to a broad range of environments, for example servers, clients, and data science environments (Jupyter notebooks[14]). Our latest work[15] integrates JS-son agents with constrained devices and the W3C Web of Things Scripting API [3]. However, an open question remains: how can we design agent-oriented abstractions so that they are as pragmatic and developer-friendly as possible? To answer this question, we suggest that it is necessary to take a step back, and explore agent-oriented programming concepts one-by-one, from the perspective of an industry software engineer.
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[14]https://jupyter.org/
[15]To be demonstrated at AAMAS ’21, see: https://youtu.be/MUhUuqdbt0.
5.5 Interactive and Collaborative Programming of Interoperable Agents Using Jacamo-Web, Jacamo-rest and Camel-Jacamo components

Cleber Jorge Amaral (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, BR), Jomi Fred Hübner (Federal University of Santa Catarina, BR), and Timotheus Kampik (University of Umeå, SE)

To facilitate the vision of autonomous agents that interact on the Web, we present web-based and resource-oriented interfaces to the JaCaMo framework for developing Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). These abstractions are implemented by jacamo-rest, a JaCaMo extension that provides REST endpoints to a server-based JaCaMo instance, as well as Apache Camel components that allow agents to act as clients on the Web. Jacamo-rest’s endpoints allow external entities to interact with a JaCaMo MAS’ internal agents and artifacts, and also support the administration of a MAS by external applications, for instance, to create, modify, and send commands to agents. The Camel-jacamo component, in turn, enables agents of the MAS to connect to external entities (both agents and artifacts), providing proper abstractions to them and leaving the complexity of the integration to the Apache Camel middleware. Using jacamo-rest and camel-jacamo, a MAS can be consumed by external entities on the Web and the MAS’s entities can consume services on the Web. We also introduce jacamo-web, an interactive and collaborative development environment that illustrates how to consume jacamo-rest endpoints, and an industrial application that shows how to exploit camel-jacamo components for connecting agents with heterogeneous systems.
5.6 Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems

Andrei Ciortea (Universität St. Gallen, CH), Olivier Boissier (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR), Fabien Gandon (INRIA – Sophia Antipolis, FR), Simon Mayer (Universität St. Gallen, CH), Alessandro Ricci (Università di Bologna, IT), and Antoine Zimmermann (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR)

Hypermedia-driven APIs are promoting the development of a new generation of dynamic, open, and long-lived systems on the Web that would profit from agent-based solutions, but there is still a conceptual gap between architectures for MAS and the Web Architecture [4]. Our objective is to bridge this gap through a design rationale for engineering Web-based MAS that are aligned with the Web architecture and can inherit the non-functional properties of the Web as an Internet-scale, open, and long-lived system. Our approach draws from the design rationale behind the Web architecture, which is captured by the REST architectural style [5], to define a hypermedia-based uniform interface for MAS. In our approach, the agent environment is a first-class abstraction [6] and uses hypermedia to enable uniform interaction among heterogeneous entities across any conceptual dimensions in MAS (e.g., agent, environment, organization). The hypermedia-based uniform interface reduces coupling and enhances the scalability, openness, and evolvability of MAS. We refer to this class of Web-based MAS as Hypermedia MAS.

During the seminar, we presented a demonstrator for Hypermedia MAS based on [3]. The demonstrator shows Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents [2] in a distributed, open, and evolvable hypermedia-based agent environment. Given a set of semantic models and a single entry URI into the system, the agents are able to achieve their design objectives by navigating the hypermedia to discover, create, perceive, and act on artifacts. The demonstrator was built using Yggdrasil\(^1\), the JaCaMo platform [1], and the hardware infrastructure provided by the Chair for Communication- and Interaction-based Systems at the University of St. Gallen\(^2\).
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\(^1\)Yggdrasil is a platform for Hypermedia MAS based on the Agents & Artifacts meta-model [6]: https://github.com/interactions-hsg/yggdrasil

\(^2\)https://interactions.ics.unisg.ch/
5.7 Artifact Manuals for the Continuous Acquisition of Agent Behaviors in Hypermedia Environments

Danai Vachtsevanou (Universität St. Gallen, CH)

In Hypermedia Multi-Agent Systems [1], human and software agents are situated in an environment designed as a distributed hypermedia application. All autonomous agents can proactively navigate the hypermedia environment to discover and use Web resources modeled as artifacts [2]. Based on work of the W3C Web of Things initiative [18] and the new Thing Description Recommendation [19], autonomous agents can leverage the hypermedia environment to dynamically discover and map individual interaction affordances of Web Things [20] to artifact operations (e.g. by using browser artifacts [1]), while staying decoupled from specific APIs. However, operations remain atomic targeting low-level interactions, while the task of addressing more complex interactions is always left to agents.

In this demonstrator, we showcase how autonomous agents can dynamically extend their repertoire of complex interactions. By navigating the hypermedia environment, Jason [21] agents can discover artifact manuals [3] that provide explicit descriptions of operating instructions in the form of usage protocols. Usage protocols are mapped to plans in AgentSpeak [4] which agents can directly use to exploit Web resources based on newly acquired high-level behaviors. As a result, agents can engage in complex interactions in a way that balances between inflexible hardcoded behaviors and time-consuming automated planning: It becomes possible to search for usage protocols (e.g. by means of a hypermedia search engine [5]), consult manual repositories or even share directly protocols with other agents. Ultimately, bringing usage protocols to the hypermedia environment enables agents to adjust their abilities to new goals and available resources, thereby promoting agents’ longevity in open and flexible systems.

[18] https://www.w3.org/WoT/ug/
[19] https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description/
[20] https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-architecture#sec-web-thing
A large amount of Linked Data is available on the Web, which can be published and queried in different ways. In this demonstration, we explained how Linked Data Fragments offers different ways to publish RDF datasets on the Web via hypermedia controls. Different Linked Data Fragments offer different trade-offs between server and client effort when querying over them. Triple Pattern Fragments [1] is one type of Linked Data Fragments that exposes a triple pattern querying interfaces, which leads to a low publication cost, but leads to a larger querying effort for clients. We showed how a client-side SPARQL query engine (Comunica [2]) can interpret such controls in order to intelligently delegate query effort between server and client, and additionally allows federated querying across multiple heterogeneous Linked Data Fragments. The Linked Data Fragments framework therefore offers a path to query execution over the Web of data on Web-scale.
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The advancements in the Internet of Things (IoT) domain have increased interest in application development with heterogenous smart devices. However, the devices on the market are not interoperable and support different standards and communication protocols (Zigbee, RFID, Bluetooth, or even custom protocols). Enabling application development employing different protocols require interoperability between the different types of heterogenous devices that coexist in the IoT ecosystem. Therefore, it is tedious, time-consuming and error-prone to develop applications for a particular use case with heterogenous devices.

In this demo, we showcase WoTDL2API [2] using IoT devices from the smart home domain. WoTDL2API automatically generates a running RESTful API based on the popular OpenAPI specification and integrating with the existing OpenAPI code generation toolchain. The devices are described according to the Web of Things Description Language (WoTDL) [1]. This solution provides interoperability between the devices by wrapping IoT devices with a Web-based interface enabling easier integration with other platforms.
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5.10 BOLD: A Platform for Evaluating Linked Data Agents
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The BOLD demo presented at Dagstuhl introduces a Web server designed for quickly prototyping Linked Data environments. This server was originally used to provide a Linked Data interface to simulated buildings, hence the name BOLD (Building on Linked Data). It is however a configurable software component that could be used on a variety of scenarios. The BOLD server can be found online22.

The BOLD server has two main components. Its first component is a front-end to an RDF dataset, receiving agents’ actions and updating the RDF dataset accordingly. The HTTP interface to the dataset is in fact compliant with the SPARQL Graph Store

22 https://github.com/bold-benchmark/bold-server
protocol, standardized by the W3C. The BOLD server’s second component is a SPARQL rule production system, to simulate e.g. occupancy and sunlight in a building or other spontaneous environmental changes. Once a simulation is started, rules are re-evaluated at a fixed rate (100ms by default). The BOLD server allocates a thread pool to answer concurrent agent requests and a separate thread to evaluate rules in parallel.

During the demo, the environment run by the BOLD server was a simulated building. Agents must continuously monitor building data and fix “faults”. A fault is a light that is on in a room that is not occupied or whose average illuminance level is above a threshold set by the occupant. Agents can navigate between rooms through hypermedia, in order to discover devices such as light switches, occupancy sensors and illuminance sensors. In this scenario, fixing faults requires only few updates (PUT requests). A naive agent retrieving all sensor values at a high rate would however have to perform many GET requests, while more sophisticated agents could learn trends and use inference to reduce the number of requests.

A baseline agent has been implemented using Linked-Data-Fu (ldfu). Ldfu is a utility designed for reading and writing Linked Data at a Web scale (a ldfu agent may manage billions of RDF quads in its internal state). The Linked Data programs executed by the ldfu agent for the building scenario are available online. To illustrate the integration with existing agent platforms through artifacts, an equivalent agent has been implemented with JaCaMo. The JaCaMo code base for BOLD is again available online.

This working group focused on aligning the terminology and determining conceptual mappings across the three areas targeted by this seminar: Web Architecture and the Web of Things, Semantic Web and Linked Data, and Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. The discussions covered a broad range of topics, which we report briefly in what follows. One of

---

23 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-http-rdf-update/
24 https://linked-data-fu.github.io/
25 https://github.com/bold-benchmark/bold-agents
26 https://github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo
27 https://github.com/bold-benchmark/bold-jacamo/
the main outcomes from this working group was a general consensus to create a shared “live” demonstrator space that would allow to try out various ideas and technologies for Web-based multi-agent systems (MAS). The idea was well received by the seminar participants and resulted in an initiative to organize a series of follow-up demo-oriented meetings – where the shared demonstrator space could serve as a testbed for trying out ideas from other working groups as well. The first follow-up meeting was scheduled for July 2021.

### 6.1.1 Discussion Overview

The first day started out with collecting and discussing terms from the three targeted communities and focused on MAS-related terms. The discussion covered a broad range of topics across all four conceptual dimensions typically considered when engineering multi-agent systems (i.e., the agent, environment, interaction, and organization dimensions). Some of the emerging questions included: How to identify and represent agents on the Web? How to map agent communication and interaction mechanisms to HTTP-based communication? How to define and represent situatedness in Web environments? How to define norms and how to regulate autonomous behavior on the Web? While the answers to these questions were more preliminary given the short time available for discussion, the working group did not identify any fundamental problems that would prevent deploying any such mechanisms on the Web.

The second day continued the terminology discussion with a focus on Semantic Web terms. One conclusion was the necessity to define a common terminology for the three communities that would resolve colliding/misleading terms (e.g., “autonomous agent” vs. “user agent”). Various approaches were discussed for how MAS could be integrated with the Web, such as using the Web as an infrastructure for distributing MAS runtimes (i.e., MAS scale across the Web, but agents are not aware of the Web) or using the Web as an environment that agents can perceive and act upon. Other discussion topics included knowledge representation in the Semantic Web, defining boundaries for locality/situatedness on the Web, or what would be the minimal constraints for bringing agents to/on the Web. One conclusion was that more hands-on experience would help to bring more insight into these topics.
The third day started with a concrete illustration of how the various concepts and technologies discussed in the previous days could fit together (see Figure 4). As a starting point, we discussed high-level working definitions for the components of multi-agent systems: agents, artifacts, organisation, and environment. The next step was to motivate each component bottom-up. We started out with one agent that has to fulfil one task. Then, we defined different scenarios by varying the numbers of agents, artifacts and tasks. From the scenarios, we derived required system features: client-server interaction between agents and artifacts, inter-agent communication, artifact catalogue, task assignment and scheduling means. We note that not all scenarios require all features. Next, we checked for each scenario which Web technologies we could use today to build a (multi-)agent system for the scenario. This allowed us to identify in which scenarios we could apply agents based on Web technologies already available today and which scenarios represent gaps for future research and development. This discussion set the stage for proposing a shared “live” demonstrator space, which we present next.

6.1.2 A Call to Action

The working group made good progress on the ambitious task of aligning some of the core concepts and terms across the three targeted areas. The general consensus, however, was that a more hands-on approach is needed: in addition to identifying conflicting terminology and discussing concept mappings, it would help to build working prototypes and try things out. The demonstrators presented during the seminar’s Demos & Tech Sessions (see Section 5) had already uncovered a diverse (and non-exhaustive) set of tools that could be used to experiment.

With the above motivation in mind, the working group ideated about setting up a shared “live” demonstrator space: a deployed, open, and geographically distributed hypermedia environment that could provide a testbed for trying out new ideas and identifying challenges (e.g., coping with different media types, coping with different vocabularies and ontologies in RDF-based environments). Several seminar participants have expressed interest in contributing to the shared demonstrator space and showed support for a series of follow-up demo-oriented meetings. At the moment of writing this report, the first meeting was scheduled for July 2021.

6.2 Affordances and Signifiers
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6.2.1 Overview

Hypermedia systems are distributed by nature. Each component of a hypermedia system should operate with a certain level of autonomy with respect to other components. This property makes autonomous agents an appropriate programming abstraction for developing hypermedia system components. Agents are indeed meant to make local decisions, without
being able to perceive the entirety of their environment. At a Web scale, it is however likely that agents have to deal with a high volume/variety of information. When designing hypermedia environments for autonomous agents, an important question is: what should agents perceive in their hypermedia environment?

In this chapter, we address the question by adopting the governing principle of economical perception, which means that agents select from their environment only the minimal information that is most relevant for interaction. Two major concepts follow from this principle, advanced by J. J. Gibson [9]: affordances and signifiers. The first (affordances) are what the environment allows a particular agent to do or, in other words, what the environment affords to the agent, and the second (signifiers) are commonly perceivable features of the environment that convey affordances.

We introduce affordances and signifiers in more detail in the remainder of the chapter. We start in Sec. 6.2.2 with background on the original conceptualization of affordances introduced by J.J Gibson and later developed by Don Norman with signifiers. We also provide a discussion of social aspects of affordances. Then, Sec. 6.2.3 introduces more specific kinds of affordances on the Web, through hypermedia controls such as links and forms. The section also shows how hypermedia controls can allow Web agents to interact with physical objects on the Web of Things (WoT). Finally, Sec. 6.2.4 moves on to signifiers and their resolution (from a perceived entity to a list of interaction choices) in a way that is compliant with the principle of economic perception. Stigmergy, for instance, a form of interaction in which an agent’s perception is limited to traces left by other agents, can be seen as a way to produce signifiers (the traces) associated with a fast signifier resolution mechanism, from perception to action.

**6.2.2 Origin of Affordances and Signifiers**

**6.2.2.1 Affordances in Psychology and Design**

The theory of affordances aims to describe how animals perceive and exploit possibilities for action in their environment. Introduced by the ecological psychologist J. J. Gibson, the concept of affordance expresses any action possibility offered by the environment that captures the animal-environment complementarity required for interaction [9]. More specifically, an affordance is commonly defined as a relation between an animal and its environment that have consequences for behavior [18, 20, 21]. A human agent can perceive and exploit the toggleable affordance of a lamp only if the agent’s motor skills are compatible with the structural characteristics of the switch. The affordance, as the possibility of the agent to toggle the switch, does not emerge if these properties do not exhibit complementary values (e.g. in the case of an infant with insufficient strength). The agent-environment complementarity may also be dynamic if it depends on the states of the agent and the environment, e.g. if the hands of the agent are currently occupied.

Possibilities for action are in themselves objective as their existence does not presuppose their perception and interpretation but what agents perceive is subjective, as they have a single perspective on their environment. Affordances as relations between agents and entities thus gives rise to the principle of economical perception in interaction, which is presented as an enabler in coping with large-scale and affordance-rich environments. By providing all the necessary information for interaction without the need for time-consuming reasoning, affordances guide and enhance the behavioral economy of animals. Although the existence of an affordance enables a certain behavior, it does not necessarily imply the agent’s engagement to such behavior [23].
Since its conception, affordance theory has influenced many applied fields such as autonomous robotics, computer vision and human-computer interaction. Norman, in particular, was interested in perceived affordances in the context of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and the principles that outline human interaction for designers of physical and virtual environments. He focused on designing “everyday things” for which the user can intuitively perceive and exploit what is afforded to them [24].

Gradually, the interest of designers was shifted towards the concept of signifier – a term adopted from the field of semiotics to denote any perceivable cue (deliberate or accidental) that can be interpreted meaningfully to reveal information about affordances. Although affordances determine which actions are possible for a user, signifiers are perceivable cues that convey appropriate behavior. As a result, both designers and users aim at increasing the number and salience of useful signifiers in the environment, and also, in optimizing the position of signifiers within the environment based on their needs and preferences [24].

6.2.2.2 Social Affordances

The conventional view on affordances pertains to physical objects, but the concept can also be applied to the intangible, in the form of norms, to view them as social affordances, in which first-order norms inform agent action and higher-order norms inform how to bring about norm change [5]. The norm literature draws a distinction between implicit norms, which are internal to an agent, and whose nature may possibly only be inferred via observation of agent (inter)action and explicit or referenceable norms, that have a representation, typically in a formal language, that may be perceived by an agent, and hence offer an agent affordance. Consequently, the remainder of the discussion only considers explicit norms. In contrast to the view expressed in [8], which considers whether affordances are normative, the question here is aligned with [3], which also considers norms as affordances, in this case, for policy-making.

The concept of norm originates in the social sciences [7] to capture the conventions that guide behaviour in social interaction, while in economics [6] it captures formal and informal regulations, that inform agents how to act in a norm-compliant way, and the consequence of taking a particular action in certain circumstances, which may be a violation if an action is prohibited/not permitted, or an obligation to fulfil. [7] calls a collection of norms a social institution, others say policy or regulations.

Norms are an essential part of the social environment constructed between agents by reference to the social institution that governs the interaction, both in terms of the detached norms – different parties are aware of what others are allowed/obliged to do – but also in terms of which abstract norms may be employed to achieve their individual or mutual goals. One way of explaining and visualising this is given in Figure 5, where agents act and interact via the environment, in so doing each may construct some internal state, as a consequence of their perceptions of the environment, resulting in action choices, while the institutions interpret those actions against the set of norms each encapsulates, to provide social observations about those actions, which agents may also perceive, if they have the capability, and thus incorporate in their internal state to bring a normative dimension.

Whether a set of norms may constitute a social affordance largely depends on the agent’s reasoning capability, but a capacity to reason about abstract norms, can inform a planning process for an agent to achieve some goal [1, 2]. Different agents may construct equivalent

28 In case there exists perceptual information about an affordance, then the user is presented with a perceived affordance. The perceptual information may refer to a real affordance or a non-existent one, namely a false affordance [19].

29 https://jnd.org/signifiers_not_affordances/
but different plans to fulfil the same goal, different plans to achieve different goals, or a mutual plan that delivers different outcomes, depending on participant role. In this way, although intangible, a social institution comprising explicit norms, which presents the same to all agents, may be perceived individually as offering quite different affordances.

6.2.3 Affordances on the Web

The term *hypertext* was first coined by Ted Nelson in 1965 [13]. For Nelson, hypertext afforded the ability to connect multiple documents via selected text using a separate overlay file. Hall’s MICROCOSM [14] was an early example of a hypermedia system that followed Nelson’s principles. Berners-Lee built on Nelson’s ideas to create what he called the World Wide Web [15]. In an important departure from Nelson and Hall, the WWW relied upon linking affordances embedded directly *within* documents themselves.

6.2.3.1 Affording the Web with Links and Forms

On the Web, affordances appear as links and forms. A link is typically used to navigate from one “place” in the Web to another “place”. A form is used to collect and transmit data between the software agent (the client) and the web service (the server).

Successful software agents can recognize affordances within a particular language (HTML, Hydra[30], Collection+JSON[31], etc.) as well as activate them. For HTML agents, the task is to recognize and render the affordances as they appear. HTML browsers rely upon the human “driving” the agent to handle the work of activating them. Software agents not only need to recognize and parse the details of each affordance, they must also make decisions about which (if any) of the affordances could be used to achieve a particular outcome and, if needed, to populate and activate the selected affordance.

In the case of links, a navigation transition might actually be moving between specific locations within the same document or from one document to another. Sometimes the act of navigation does not represent relocation and, instead, represents a change in the state of the document (or environment).

In the HTML format, some common link affordances are the *a* (anchor) and *img* tags. Each affordance informs the HTML browser how to, for example, navigate between locations (*a*) or instructs it to fetch content from a remote location and embed it within the current document (*img*).
In the case of forms, software agents are prompted to collect data and transmit it to another location on the Web. This transfer can have the effect of altering the state of the current document, modifying a different document, or creating new documents. Essentially, form affordances are link affordances that also support data variables.

In the HTML format, the `form` tag is used to identify the basic elements of the affordance along with one or more `input` tags that each describe the data to collect and transmit.

On the Web, affordances can be characterized by a finite set of nine hypermedia factors\cite{16} that may or may not be a part of an affordance’s definition. These factors are explicit in the text markup of the affordance (for example, the `href` attribute of an HTML `a` tag) or implied (as in the valid binary image format types supported by the HTML `img` tag).

The nine factors are:

1. **LE – Embedding links**: Supports a read-only request (HTTP GET) and displaying the response within the current document (e.g. HTML `img` tag).
2. **LO – Outbound links**: A read-only request that treats the response as a navigation to a new document (e.g. HTML `a` tag).
3. **LT – Templated queries**: A read-only request like LO and LE with the ability to supply runtime parameters to vary the query (e.g. HTML GET form).
4. **LI – Idempotent updates**: Supports submitting data to the server in a way that is repeatable with the same results (e.g. HTTP PUT).
5. **LN – Non-Idempotent updates**: Supports submitting data to the server in a way that, when repeated, may return different results (e.g. HTTP POST).
6. **CR – Control data for read requests**: Supplies metadata to modify the response (e.g. HTTP ACCEPT-LANGUAGE header).
7. **CU – Control data for update requests**: Supplies metadata data about the content of the request (e.g. HTTP CONTENT-TYPE header).
8. **CM – Control data for interface methods**: Supplies metadata about the protocol method to use for the request (e.g. HTML `form.method` property).
9. **CL – Control data for links**: Supplies metadata about the domain semantics of the affordance (e.g. HTML `link.rel` property).

Along with hypermedia factors, affordances on the Web can be further described using four aspects\cite{17}:

(i) mutability: can the affordance be edited?
(ii) transclusion: is the response a navigation or an update to the current document?
(iii) idempotence: does the action result in the same response when repeated? and
(iv) safety: does the action modify the state of the remote machine?

The ability to recognize document affordances, categorize them by their hypermedia factors, and determine the status of the four hypermedia aspects represents a generalized resolution mechanism that can be programmed into software agents (see Sec. 6.2.4.1).
Affordances on the Web of Things

Activating a link or form affordance consists in sending a request to Web servers for manipulating information. The concept of affordance has been however defined by Gibson and Norman (Sec. 6.2.2.1) for manipulating physical objects. The Web of Things (WoT), as an architectural principle, bridges the gap between the information world and the physical world by exposing “things”, i.e. physical objects, as Web resources that agents can manipulate in a RESTful manner. A model for describing “things” on the Web has been standardized by the W3C [10]. This model is centered on the concept of interaction affordance.

Interaction affordances for a particular “thing” are exposed on the Web as a Thing Description (TD), an RDF document that includes links and forms for agents to resolve. Listing 1 gives an example of a TD document for a lamp. The TD model includes three kinds of interaction affordances:
1. to read or write a property of the “thing”;
2. to invoke an action to be performed by the “thing” and
3. to subscribe to events monitored by the “thing”.

The example TD presented here has an affordance of each type: one to read the status property of the lamp, another to invoke the lamp’s toggle action and a last affordance to subscribe to an overheating event. All affordances include a Web form that agents can submit to (actively) observe or update the state of the lamp.

The main extension point of the TD model compared to other hypermedia formats (HTML, in the first place) is the classification of affordances with respect to a model of the physical world. The basic model for “things” assumed in a TD is derived from the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology, another W3C standard [11]. SSN models physical objects as “features of interest” that have physical properties.

Interaction affordances declared in a TD allow Web agents to interact with physical objects (modeled as SSN features of interest) by making observations and actuations on their properties. A Web form to rate online content on a social network or to place orders on an e-commerce platform should not be modeled as interaction affordances for they do not have a direct relation to any object’s properties.

Agents perceive physical objects placed in a hypermedia environment only through interaction affordances. As per Gibson and Norman’s definitions of affordances, interaction affordances are not themselves properties of physical objects. Rather, they are resources that Web agents consume, the only kind of agents capable of following links and submitting forms. By reducing the description of “things” to a description of their affordances to Web agents, the TD specification closely follows the principle of economical perception. It also lays the foundations of a new class of Web agents that can deal with complex cyber-physical systems. The main challenge when programming such agents is in properly selecting affordances and resolving signifiers found in the environment.

Signifiers

Signifier Resolution Mechanism

To be able to act upon signifiers that have been placed in the environment by environment designers or by other agents, agents make use of a mechanism that we refer to as Signifier Resolution Mechanism (SRM). Observing the principle of economical perception, an SRM is active whenever the agent perceives the environment; the SRM should also be executing relatively fast, compared to the agent’s reasoning. Furthermore, the SRM acts upon an agent’s
percepts of the environment, i.e., after information from the environment has undergone a possibly agent-specific perception mechanism (human analogy: color-blindness; software agent analogy: ability to parse different media types).

An SRM produces as output an ordered list of possibilities of how the agent could use a capabilities of objects in the percept, where each possibility is coupled with a motivation level (or priority) of acting upon it. If the SRM is related to a signifier of a thing, then the output is a (more or less strongly motivated) possibility of the agent to use a capability of the thing. Thus, an agent can perceive a signifier and resolve it to an affordance depending on the agent’s percept of the thing’s capabilities and state, and on the agent’s abilities and the strength of resolved affordances depends on the agent’s current internal state (including its goals) and the salience of the signifiers of the thing that resolve to the affordance.

To produce this ordered list, the SRM takes as input:

- A percept of the agent. A human agent might perceive a switch and its state of being on. A software agent might perceive a (machine-readable) description of the switch (e.g., a Thing Description) that includes triples such as "MyThing" td:hasActionAffordance "toggle".
- The abilities of the agent. This is required for determining whether an agent’s abilities match the capabilities of a Thing. A human agent does not resolve a tiny switch that the agent cannot operate physically to an toggleable affordance. A software agent does not resolve a signifier that it cannot parse syntactically to an affordance.
- The internal state of the agent (including the agent’s goals). This is required for economical perception through signifiers and is the main information that is used to compute a ranking of (resolved) affordances. For agents, even if a switch affords toggling, the agent might not be motivated to toggle it because this conflicts with its goals.

After resolving affordances in its environment, an agent can decide to follow the highest-ranked affordance, or it can explicitly reason about the affordances and about which one it should follow.
If the agent finds itself closer to its goal after acting upon the affordance, then the resolution process was helpful (i.e., useful with respect to this agent, given the situation of this agent) and the affordance was a true affordance that the agent might decide to reinforce, e.g. through stigmergy (see Sec. 6.2.4.2).

6.2.4.2 Stigmergy

As mentioned in the previous section, agents can place signifiers in their environment. Depending on how the environment is designed, it might also be possible for agents to delete or alter existing signifiers (e.g. to increase their salience) or signifiers could be influenced by a process in the environment (e.g. evaporation). The signifiers placed in the environment can be used by other agents and should help them (either as input to the SRMs they already have or as a new SRM they can execute) to choose the right affordances to reach their goals.

This indirect coordination mechanism among multiple agents through their environment is called stigmergy, a term first coined by the French zoologist Pierre-Paul Grassé in 1959 to describe the behavior of social insects [12].

Agents that are situated in a hypermedia environment\textsuperscript{32} can crawl the hypermedia graph and thus in principle perceive every signifier that is located at any reachable location. However, it would be very inefficient if hypermedia agents had to crawl their whole environment and resolve all signifiers every time they want to make an expedient decision. Through stigmergy, the information that is available globally (by crawling the hypermedia graph) can be made available locally: agents place signifiers only at the very locations where they are useful for other agents, per reinforcement. Simple reflex agents satisfying the principle of economical perception are then able to make decisions fast, though SRM only.

Looking at the example from Listing 1 we could imagine an agent that wants to switch on the light but does not resolve the \textit{toggle} affordance, despite its ability to submit forms. This might happen if the agent has no internal representation for the “toggle”, as a concept. Other agents can now help our agent by either placing an additional signifier (i.e. it would change the TD to include another Action Affordance \texttt{switch\_on} that has the same form as \textit{toggle}).

In both cases it is most useful for our agent if the signifier is placed directly within the TD. It would, in principle, also be perceivable for the agent if it were placed at http://purl.org/dc/terms/license (as this resource is indirectly reachable from our TD), however this would need our agent to dereference every URI in the TD and resolve all the signifiers, which would be very inefficient.
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6.3 Interaction Protocols

The multiagent systems (MAS) community studies MAS in terms of abstractions such as agents, organizations, norms, and protocols both to better model and understand human societies, and to design similar systems in which autonomous agents can cooperate. Interaction protocols are one approach to specifying MAS, focusing on the information or messages communicated between agents.

The MAS perspective on interaction protocols is relatively unknown in the Web and Semantic Web communities, so our objective as a workgroup was to understand the insights of the MAS community, and relate them to current work and research questions in the Web and Semantic Web spaces.

Our understanding of MAS and protocols was mostly derived from work on BSPL, the Blindingly Simple Protocol Language [24], partly because it is a primary research interest for two participants (Samuel Christie and Munindar Singh), and partly because its simplicity and information focus match well with ideas from Web and Semantic Web. However, we also invited Jomi Hubner to help us understand the perspectives of other parts of the MAS community, specifically as relates to the JaCaMo agent framework, and the Agents and Artifacts metamodel (A&A).

6.3.2 Background

6.3.2.1 Interaction Protocols

A protocol is an interaction specification; it declares constraints on what information each agent may send, and under what conditions it may be sent.

BSPL specifies a protocol as an interaction between two or more roles, consisting of one or more messages. Roles are abstract, and can be played by any capable and willing agent. BSPL takes an information-based approach to protocol specification, instead of a control-flow-based approach. The messages contain information parameters, and are constrained
by causality (parameters may be dependencies, preventing an emission until known) and integrity (parameters may not have multiple bindings in an enactment). In respect for autonomy, constraints identify when a message is enabled; the agent may choose whether and when to send the message.

One example protocol we considered was the following Purchase protocol:

Listing 2 Purchase Protocol in BSPL.

1 Purchase {
2   roles Buyer, Seller
3   parameters out ID key, out item, out shipment
4   private price, payment
5
6   Buyer -> Seller: RFQ[ out ID key, out item ]
7   Seller -> Buyer: Quote[ in ID key, in item, out price ]
8   Buyer -> Seller: Pay[ in ID key, in price, out payment ]
9   Seller -> Buyer : Ship[ in ID key, in payment, out shipment ]
10 }

In this protocol, enactments are identified by the key ID; for each binding of ID, each other parameter may also only be bound once. The keywords out and in identify the dependency relationships; out binds the parameter when sent, and in means the message cannot be sent without observing that parameter in another message. Thus, Buyer can’t pay until Seller specifies the price.

6.3.2.2 Other MAS Concepts

BSPL is focused on interactions from a local information perspective; each agent makes decisions only on the information they observe, and all information is explicitly communicated via messages. This model is intentional, to support autonomy and asynchrony by keeping all interactions between agents at a distance. Messages map well to stateless interactions using Web protocols such as HTTP.

However, other parts of the MAS community follow contrary models that focus on situated agents, placed in an environment and surrounded by artifacts. In this model, artifacts can be directly observed or invoked by an agent, and are the basis of implicit communication between agents in a shared environment. This model fits real-world settings, such as robotics.

6.3.2.3 Web and the Linked Data principles

The Web is the information space built on top of the Internet. Objects of interest on the Web are called resources, and are identified by IRIs. What goes through the wire are representations of resources, which are octet streams, typically typed using mediatypes. The Web architecture principles include the notion of Web’s protocols, which define how one can access resources, the semantics of “access” being defined by the Web’s protocols themselves, for example the HTTP request verbs GET, POST, PUT, etc.

The Web of data is a vision where a huge amount of data is made available on the Web in standard, machine-readable formats. Hypermedia relations among data are also made available, leading to the so-called Web of Linked data. The first principle of the Linked Data is that resources, and relations between them, are identified by IRIs.

With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), a huge number of connected devices are on the verge of entering the Web, use its architecture principles, and form the Web of Things. The W3C Web of Things (WoT) Working Group aims at developing standards to allow for the description of Things on the Web of Linked Data in terms of their affordances (property, action, and event affordances), and hypermedia forms to trigger those affordances. Protocol bindings are used to map affordance descriptions to lower-level Web or IoT protocol operations.
6.3.3 Summary of Results

6.3.3.1 Mapping to Web (of Things)

One important outcome of the discussions in the working group was deciding on how to relate Interaction Protocols to the concepts that exist in the Web (of Things) and compare to them. The concepts of affordance and hypermedia based design were the two prominent ones.

Comparison of an Affordance with an Interaction Protocol. An affordance can be thought as a function a web agent can invoke in order to do a single operation with the owner of the affordance, e.g., to read or change the value of a property, to trigger an action to start/stop a function, or to subscribe to a stream of events (these are mapped to property, action, and event, affordances, respectively). In contrast, an interaction protocol is a specification of an interaction between multiple agents; protocols are enacted instead of executed. Making a purchase (involving multiple actions by buyer and seller) could be specified as an interaction protocol, whereas the single action of paying for the product could be an affordance. A chain of affordance executions is not necessarily a protocol.

Comparison with Hypermedia. Hypermedia driven environments usually have well-defined endpoints that a client can use to execute an operation, which then provide the possible follow-up operations in their response. It means that a client does not have to know in advance what the next steps would be, allowing flexible implementations that adapt to the changes in the IRIs, methods, etc. Interaction protocols are usually prespecified and less dynamic, stating all of the possible actions up front instead of progressively revealing them. Theoretically, an hypermedia endpoint can be used as an entry point to announce an interaction protocol specification, but to the best of our knowledge this has not been done before.

6.3.3.2 Specifying different levels of Interaction Protocols

To understand interaction protocols, it is helpful to distinguish different levels of protocols illustrated by examples. The following levels are given in order from least to most flexible:

1. A trace of an interaction (over a group of messages): This would not be a protocol but an instance of it which can be seen analogous to a Schema and its respective Data. Implementation: Developers need to write code that needs to follow exact execution of certain operations, no loops, no branches, no states to manage.

2. Standard-like protocols: Protocols like OAuth (a certain flow), OCF Cloud Onboarding or even HTTP as protocol on top of TCP, would be in this category. These offer one way to do something; sometimes there can be configuration parameters but they are not application specific. Implementation: Developers would mostly use external libraries that execute these protocols according to some configuration parameters.

3. Interaction Protocols (BSPL): These specify the protocol by detailing only the constraints and the possible messages under these constraints. BSPL-based protocols detailed in Section 6.3.2.1 would be examples of these. Implementation: Developers can manually implement an agent or use a protocol adapter library to validate messages against their schemas and invoke appropriate handlers according to the protocol specification.

4. Hypermedia: A single endpoint would guide the Agent/Consumer and the protocol would be self-exploratory. Implementation: The endpoint would choose a standard that describes the payloads/message. The payloads/message can be understood to form decisions by the developers who program the agents.
6.3.3.3 Interaction Protocol Templating in TDs

Where interaction protocol specifications are stored or how they are exchanged is not a major focus of the multiagent systems community. One solution could be to use WoT Thing Descriptions to specify which protocols a Thing can participate in.

The BSPL protocol in Listing 3 describes a temperature reading scenario, where a reader (a WoT Consumer) can read temperature values from a temperature sensor. We have worked on a draft TD document for the Sensor’s role in this protocol, given in the Appendix in Listing 4. We expect that this first attempt can be refined to improve expressiveness and integration with TD documents.

Listing 3 Temperature Reading Protocol in BSPL which is relatable to WoT operations.

```plaintext
Temperature Reading {
  roles Sensor, Reader, Receiver
  parameters out ID key, out temperature_value
  out Reader -> out Sensor: RFT[out ID key, out Reader]
  Sensor -> in Receiver: Temperature[in ID key, out temperature]
}
```

6.3.4 Participant Comments

6.3.4.1 Samuel H. Christie V

My research chiefly concerns information-based interaction protocols, and I ended up leading most of the discussion around that part of the topic. Some of the work that I have done with my advisor (Munindar Singh) on the subject includes defining atomicity for protocols [8], defining refinement for protocols to slightly modularize verification [9], applying protocols to an IoT logistics scenario [10], and beginning work on a concept of application-level fault tolerance, using a protocol specification to derive agent expectations and thereby detect and recover from faults [11].

Protocols and the Web seem very well suited to each other. Linked data can be used to specify types and meanings of message parameters. Protocols can be used as an alternative to APIs for specifying interfaces and interactions; hence adding some protocol concepts to Thing Descriptions is an interesting direction. Finally, our work on protocols has not really addressed the negotiation and initiation phases of protocol enactment; using the Web to offer and consume protocol specifications seems like a promising approach.

I believe both areas can greatly benefit from this collaboration; the Web because protocols help address difficulties regarding multiagent interactions and decentralized systems to help move beyond client-server, and protocols because of the attention and refinement that industry exposure and application bring.

6.3.4.2 Jean-Paul Calbimonte

**Background.** Interaction protocols are fundamental in order to establish principled communication among agents on the Web. In the same way specifications have been provided for agreeing on ontologies and semantic data models, it should be possible to have a formalization of the way agents interact and exchange messages, or express their goals and future behaviors. Our previous work have been focused on bridging multi-agent systems and semantic Web, especially regarding stream processing and dynamic data (e.g., provided by sensors and IoT devices). A first approach in this direction was to use Linked Data Notifications (LDN) as the basis for orchestrating interactions among agents on the Web [3]. In the more specific context of eHealth, we also explored the use of Web agents to manage patient trajectories [4],
which also led to orthogonal research regarding privacy ontologies for personal data handled by multi-agent systems [5]. Some of these challenges, which touch the question of how interaction protocols could/should be specified, were also considered in a blue-sky paper where we introduced the concept of stream reasoning agents [30].

**Challenges.** One of the first questions raised around this issue is why do we need interaction protocols in the first place. In the context of the Web, discovery of services and capabilities has been studied in depth, for instance in the context of Semantic Web Services. Regardless of the degree of adoption of these specifications, they may serve as a source of inspiration for future work on interaction protocols. This is linked to the description of affordances (e.g. in Things Descriptions) but also to the specification of how agents on the Web can initiate a negotiation, cooperation or joint-decision-making process.

Another key challenge is related to the heterogeneity of agent interactions, including the different offerings that they provide. Although agent beliefs can be represented in a general sense by knowledge graphs and using ontologies and other elements form the Semantic Web, it still remains to be seen how this applies also to agent behaviors.

It is also fundamental to study how the social aspects of agent interactions play a role in the specification of protocols. Agents do have a large degree of autonomy, but this does not exclude the possibility of engaging in social coordination or in a collaboration scheme. Interaction protocols may specify what an agent may offer or gain in such a negotiation process.

Considering that many of the discussed scenarios are linked to IoT and sensing scenarios, the challenge of handling sensitive data should also be addressed, especially concerning privacy and ethics. Agents might be able to handle knowledge graphs including personal data, which require incorporating privacy preserving mechanisms and compliance to legal standards such as GDPR.

**Future directions.** Addressing these challenges, several directions can be explored, including:

- Specification of interaction protocols in conjunction with existing standards in IoT and WoT such as Thing Description.
- Exploration of specification of coordination and negotiation protocols for agents on the Web.
- Formalization and standardization of reasoning goals and expectation in Web Agents’ interactions.
- Study and specification of social interactions among Web Agents.
- Study ethics and accountability on Web Agent interaction protocols.
- Study of applications in different use cases, e.g. eHealth, manufacturing, robotics, industry 4.0, etc.

### 6.3.4.3 Ege Korkan

**Background.** I am a Ph.D. student and researcher on the Web of Things (WoT). My research is heavily based on the assumption of standardized WoT, where each Thing is represented by a Thing Description (TD). On top of that, I try to build well defined approaches on how to develop systems, i.e. describe systems, implement and then test them. On this front, related to the Interactions Protocols, I have worked on describing possible execution paths for WoT Consumers [17] and also full WoT Systems [18].
When approaching MAS, I always have the notion of Thing being entities that offer a service that is mostly one-sided, i.e. a Consumer can read a temperature, can turn robot to the left, get notifications of a button pressed. In contrast to interaction protocols that I have learned of during the seminar, WoT interactions require no coordinated effort by the two parties.

**Highlights.** From my point of view, the highlights of the work we have done in this short time were understanding different types/levels of (interaction) protocols, their representations and possible representations in TD-like documents for the WoT. Identifying the different levels of interaction protocols is fundamentally important since they are structured examples that allow others to orient their arguments. These levels were documented in the Section 6.3.3

The other highlight is what we have started doing on the last day, the interaction protocol templates in TD-like documents. Things would specify protocols they can participate in by giving a set of parameters and constraints. An example of this can be found in Appendix 1.

**Challenges.** Since the seminar is about bringing different communities together, I think that one challenge is to convince the others on why the collaboration is necessary. This can be achieved by putting examples that show that somethings can be done easily/elegantly in one community and difficultly in other ones. An example for the WoT:

- **Advantages:**
  - Separation of concerns: The Thing offers services and they are independent of other Consumers. No need to use a framework that couples them
  - Ease of Implementation: No need for specific libraries, any code that can send a request with a certain protocol (HTTP, MQTT, Modbus, etc.) can be used.
  - Brownfield Compatible: One can take an already existing device and make it WoT-compatible. Examples are Philips Hue devices

- **Disadvantages:**
  - Difficult to offer complex interactions: Since each interaction is seen to be stateless, how does a Consumer how to operate a Thing that requires multiple message sequences.
  - Lack of autonomous behavior: Since each TD can be different and offer different endpoints and may not use semantic annotations, it is simply not possible for vanilla WoT Things and Consumers to participate in autonomous activities.

A further example for MAS (almost the contrary of the above):

- **Advantages:**
  - Abundance of methods for autonomous systems: Since every entity can be properly modeled and implemented, it makes it easy to forget about the payload formats, communication protocols etc. and focus purely on the application logic, which can be then made autonomous.

- **Disadvantages:**
  - Closed Systems: Agents are part of a system or a framework that is tightly coupled, making it difficult to introduce new agents that are not part of the framework.

**Research Directions.** I believe that the interaction protocol templates ideas that we have started in the last day of the seminar is an important research direction to pursue. It allows complex interactions to be described for WoT-only communities but at the same time makes it possible to integrate WoT Things to MAS environments. Thus, one can parse such a template together with its TD to integrate them to such an environment.
6.3.4.4 Maxime Lefrançois

I am interested in the use of Semantic Web technologies for achieving Semantic Interoperability on the Web, and also on the Web of Things given all the additional challenges it brings in the picture [1, 6]. I acknowledge that the RDF data formats will never replace the plethora of datatypes that are used for representing resources on the Web. One of my lines of research consists in investigating how one can still consider that the content of information resources is modeled with the RDF data model. This sheds new light on the various data formats, and how they can become part of the Web of Linked Data at minimal cost [19, 2].

When asked about how to convert some piece of data or some data format specification to the Semantic Web, I often insist on two very different end goals which are: reasoning with the data, and distributing and linking the data on the Web. The latter goal, although much less salient, usually helps to cover many useful use cases, and rises interesting research questions.

For example, interesting research questions arise when discussing how BSPL specifications could be distributed and linked on the Web. This brings the question of commonly identifying messages or parameters in different BSPL documents to operate the join. One essential step that would be required is to adopt the Web principles for identifying resources, that is: with IRIs.

Thing description provides an interesting level of abstraction on top of various internet protocols, which then become transport protocols for WoT interactions. The notion of forms with protocol bindings and operation types could be leveraged by BSPL to spread on the Web, leveraging the ever-growing list of media types and interaction protocols. Operation types in the TD could allow for identifiers for interaction protocols, for example some identifier for the “Quote” message in Listing 1, or an identifier of the AgentSpeak Tell speech act. The BSPL message parameters could also be specified further with a datatype, or be complex structures described in terms of their schema, much like JSONSchema for JSON documents or SHACL for RDF graphs.

Other vocabularies than TD exist to describe devices and how agents can interact with them, such as SAREF [14] or SOSA/SSN [16]. It could seem natural to use a dedicated RDF query or scripting language to enact these operations, for example as an extension of LD-Script [13] or SPARQL-Generate [20]. What additional effort would it require to use these vocabularies to describe agents with their possible roles in protocols, or messages they can receive or send?

Many more synergies can be identified when gathering the multi-agent system, and the WoT communities. For example Thing Descriptions can be used to automatically generate code for artifacts in CArtAgO – a virtual environment framework for multi-agent systems [12].

6.3.4.5 Simon Mayer

I was only briefly part of this working group. One observation I had about a possibly valuable integration point between the MAS-oriented perspective and the Web/SemWeb-oriented perspectives is regarding the management of interaction protocols. I believe that it would be fruitful to use Web approaches – in particular HATEOAS-based guidance from a single entry point – to enable the negotiation and, possibly, also the parameterization, of (very structured) MAS interaction protocols. In this way, we could create systems that flexibly enter into tactical interactions between agents, and where the entry points into these interactions (i.e., interaction protocol templates) are expressed as semantically annotated
Web resources. Software agents could then discover these entry points when navigating hypermedia, parameterize them at run time, enter into tactical interactions with other agents, and continue navigating after one such tactical interaction has concluded. Building on this idea, we could see API bindings of W3C Thing Descriptions as (extremely) simple interaction protocols between agents and things; which would offer a bridge into the integration of agent/service and agent/agent interactions (and into stigmergy as well, see the *Affordances and Signifiers* working group).

### 6.3.4.6 Munindar P. Singh

I am interested in modeling and implementing decentralized systems in terms of the interactions among their member agents. Specifically, I think of interaction as a *first-class* concept in that we would model interactions directly, not in terms of behaviors of agents [27]. This thinking leads us to protocols as specifications of possible interactions between roles (abstracting from agents). Each protocol describes a multiagent system abstractly; a concrete system would include agents playing the roles in the protocol and providing the reasoning necessary to decide whether and how they would participate in the protocol.

That is, protocol is our unit of modeling and enactment. In the spirit of a formal model of protocol, we need to provide ways to refine protocols (e.g., a purchase protocol may be refined into a protocol for purchase by credit card) [9, 15, 21]. Likewise, we need ways to compose protocols (e.g., a purchase protocol may be composed from protocols for price discovery, order placement, shipping, and payment) [26, 29].

One challenge with protocols concerns an ability to enact them in a decentralized manner, i.e., without a central entity to coordinate the interactions of the participants. Earlier approaches sought to achieve such enactments based on temporal logic specifications of constraints on events [22, 23]. But conceiving of interactions as first-class abstractions provides for a clearer representation in which we model causal relations between interactions (not agents, although that is usually implicit) based on the information flow between interactions [24]. This approach makes an information-driven approach possible in which an agent can send information to another (via a message, viewed as an elementary interaction) [25].

Another challenge with protocols is to associate application-level meanings with them. Meanings provide a principled basis for agents to enact a protocol flexibly while complying with its specification at the level of meanings [7]. There is a tension between the meanings-based and operational (concerning message occurrence and ordering) specifications of interactions. Procedural representations for operations make it difficult to capture modularly. The above-mentioned information representation streamlines the operational specification and makes capturing meaning easier. Recent work shows how to map from a meaning-based specification to protocols [28].

Even as the above challenges are being addressed, some major challenges remain. First, achieving flexibility in protocols comes at the price of high computational complexity of verification algorithms. Second, we need new programming models for flexible protocols. Third, we need to investigate how to better meld protocols with web systems. Fourth, a study of edge computing from the standpoint of protocols would be interesting.
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6.3.6 Appendix

Listing 4 A WoT Thing Description idea that can describe the Temperature Reading protocol of Listing 3 by defining additional terms.

```json
{
    "@context": ["http://www.w3.org/ns/td"],
    "id": "urn:dev:ops:32473-WoTLamp-1234",
    "title": "Sensor",
    "securityDefinitions": {
        "basic_sc": {
            "scheme": "basic",
            "in": "header"
        }
    }
}

"security": "basic_sc",
"actions": {
    "receive": {
        "forms": [
            {"href": "https://sensor.example.com/receive"
        }
    },
    "protocols": {
        "sendable": {
            "temperature": {
                "keys": ["ID"],
                "to": {
                    "name": "Receiver",
                    "type": "string",
                    "const": "http://localhost:80/recipient",
                    "@type": "RecipientType"
                },
                "in": [
                    {"name": "ID",
                    "type": "string",
                    "@type": "InteractionIDType"
                }
            },
            "out": [
                {"name": "temperature",
                "type": "float",
                "@type": "Temperature"
            }
        },
        "receivable": {
            "RFT": {
                "keys": ["ID"],
                "action": "receive",
                "from": {
                    "name": "Receiver",
                    "type": "string",
                    "@type": "RecipientType"
                },
                "out": [
                    {"name": "ID",
                    "type": "string",
                    "@type": "InteractionIDType"
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```
6.4 Norms and Policies for Agents on the Web

Timotheus Kampik (University of Umeå, SE), Olivier Boissier (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR), Sabrina Kirrane (Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, AT), Adnane Mansour (Mines Saint-Étienne, FR), Julian Padget (University of Bath, GB), Terry Payne (University of Liverpool, GB), Munindar P. Singh (North Carolina State University – Raleigh, US), Valentina Tamma (University of Liverpool, GB), and Antoine Zimmermann (Ecole des Mines – St. Etienne, FR)

The study of policies and norms has a long tradition in the Semantic Web & Linked Data and Multi-Agent Systems communities, with applications ranging from business processes, and legal reasoning, to information systems governance. Although representing and reasoning about norms is crucial in ensuring that autonomous agents act in a manner to satisfy stakeholder requirements, normative concepts have yet to be considered as first-class abstractions in Web-based software systems. The chapter motivates the practical need to apply research on policies and norms to autonomous agents on the Web, and highlights research challenges and opportunities at the intersection of the Semantic Web & Linked Data, Multi-Agent Systems, and Web Architecture & Web of Things communities.

6.4.1 Introduction

When envisioning autonomous agents on the Web, it is crucial to consider a governance perspective that defines how an agent should act in a given situation, including the normative consequences of its potential actions and how frameworks that govern groups of agents are to be designed, interoperate, and evolve. This perspective is of particular importance for Web-based contexts, where usage may cross different social and legal jurisdictions, and where there is no centralised control over the provenance of the different agents.

This chapter makes two main contributions. First, it motivates norms and policies for autonomous agents on the Web using a hypothetical use case (Section 6.4.2) and provides a concise overview of the state of the art on norms and policies for autonomous agents and web-based systems to underline the need for alignment and joint research across communities (Section 6.4.3). Second, the research challenges and opportunities are identified for the Semantic Web & Linked Data, Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), and Web Architecture & Web of Things (WoT) communities (Section 6.4.4).

6.4.2 Use Case

Consider a hospital that is responsible for COVID-19 vaccine administration, supported by a range of IT systems and sub-systems. Some of these sub-systems may be considered as autonomous agents, which are assigned different roles and work towards fulfilling different goals. One agent manages the access and inventory of different COVID-19 vaccine doses stored within a specialised freezer, via a robotic arm, and dispenses the vials to other lab equipment or healthcare staff when required. The freezer itself is digitally represented by a WoT Thing (based on the W3C Web of Things thing description [42]), which in turn defines its properties, actions (and action handlers), and events (and event handlers).

Individual patients are represented by patient agents that manage and provide access to the patient’s medical data; such access is determined by negotiation with collector agents. These agents obtain information about each patient whose agent requests a vaccination
appointment and verify the patient’s eligibility for receiving the vaccine. Furthermore, collector agents have the capacity to solicit patients through dissemination channels on the Web. An organiser seeks to compile lists of eligible patients based on both the determined criteria and information provided by the collector agents.

For this scenario, there are a number of “permissions” that an agent acting on behalf of a medical practitioner may have to consider when being asked to withdraw a vaccine vial:

- The agent must authenticate itself as legitimately acting on behalf of a medical practitioner.
- The agent should also validate the association the medical practitioner has with a particular organisation, i.e., with the healthcare organisation that is in charge of administering the vaccine or any sub-organisation to which the vaccine administration has been delegated.
- Most likely, the medical practitioner has a specific organisational role that may or may not authorise their agent to withdraw the vaccine, potentially depending on the current context. For example, the practitioner must be assigned to the vaccination staff role, and their current context must be set to on duty.

The issues listed above merely deal with the “permission” to access a vaccine dose from the freezer. There are also implied “obligations”:

- The medical practitioner that the agent represents must ensure the dose is not wasted, i.e. it must be administered to a valid patient (i.e. one in need of the vaccine that satisfies the current eligibility criteria) before the expiry date.
- This practitioner must respect the priority order for vaccine administration (for example, the old and vulnerable population must be vaccinated first), unless disrespecting the priority order implies wasting the dose.
- This practitioner must not allow friends and relatives to “jump the line” and violate the priority order for vaccine administration (unless a valid exception exists; see below for details).

The practitioner may rely on IT systems (i.e. “agents”, see above) to make decisions; these agents need to consider these obligations as constraints. Further complications may arise if any of the agents attempt to negotiate a relaxation of the obligations, either in anticipation of or after a (potential or factual) violation.

- A patient agent can try to negotiate an exception for a potential obligation violation (through argumentation, for example, where the patient agent believes that the data it has for a patient satisfies the eligibility criteria but the same conclusion is not held by the collector agent). In such cases, the practitioner may have to choose between either administering a vaccine dose where eligibility is uncertain, or letting the dose expire.
- On behalf of the organisation, another agent may respond by granting or denying the request for an exception, or even by updating the organisations norms to generally permit the request.

These issues merely relate to the permissions needed for the obligations implied by opening the fridge. Additional challenges arise when considering the complete sociotechnical system, including electronic health record access [43] and supply chain integration [66]. This underlines the need for systematic and scalable approaches for the governance of autonomous agents on the Web that interact with other agents or with physical devices.

---

33 In a practical scenario, we would not expect 100% compliance with this constraint, but the number of excess (wasted) doses relative to administered doses does not exceed a specified threshold.
6.4.3 Background
6.4.3.1 Web Architecture and the Web of Things

Bringing agents to the Web requires more than simply exploiting Web protocols (HTTP [31]) and data formats (e.g., XML [10], RDF [18]); the communication infrastructure used by agents and MAS should also comply with an architectural style based on well-defined principles, such as REpresentational State Transfer (REST [30]) as instantiated in the Architecture of the World Wide Web [40]. The Web of Things is an attempt to take advantage of the Web architecture [51] in the context of the Internet of Things: “things”, which can be physical objects or virtual entities such as Web services, become resources that can be acted upon or queried via APIs (WoT scripting API [49]). To ensure that such “things” can be used without human intervention, they have to be formally described. To this end, the W3C standardised the **Thing Description** [42] which is a specification that defines how to provide a JSON-LD representation of the affordances (properties or actions) of a “thing” via Web APIs. On top of this, **WoT Discovery** [16] provides a mechanism for automatically discovering “thing” descriptions without hard-coding the location of the descriptions. These standards provide more autonomy for agents that make use of “things” connected to the Internet via Web standards. However, in terms of norms and policies, these standards offer only limited support [62], and are currently described in a set of guidelines targeted at human developers rather than as declarative, machine-readable statements usable by autonomous agents.

6.4.3.2 Semantic Web and Linked Data

[5] originally envisioned a system in which intelligent agents act on behalf of humans. A key component of such a system is a policy language capable of capturing the goals and constraints under which the agents operate. During the early days of the Semantic Web, the development of general policy languages that leverage semantic technologies (such as KaoS [9], Rei [44] and Protune [8]) was an active area of research. Indeed, much of the early work on policies coincided with the active development of rule languages such as SWRL [38] and RIF [46]. The study by [48] provides a detailed survey of the various access control models, standards and policy languages, and the different access control enforcement strategies for RDF. In addition to access control, there has also been work on usage control in the form of licensing [11, 71, 33, 34, 35], and more recently, policy languages have been used as a means to represent regulatory constraints [60, 21].

Some of the early Semantic Web research addressed decentralisation through P2P architectures, where bespoke protocols were defined to support the decentralised management and exchange of knowledge and information amongst networks of agents [67]. Although peers typically adhered to those protocols they could satisfy, many such protocols, in addition to defining the modalities of interaction, often defined illegal moves and penalties for violations; thus becoming de-facto policies [50]. Furthermore, Semantic Web approaches often assumed autonomous and rational agents as first-class citizens; thus there has been a focus more on how to support knowledge sharing in a centralised or decentralised fashion [26, 41], and on the type of explicit knowledge needed to support interoperability [53, 70, 24, 36].

From the service perspective, the use of ontologically grounded annotations for web services, or those services provided by autonomous agents dates back to the early days of the Semantic Web [39, 28]. The formalisms used to provide an ontological grounding and description of different kinds of services included both F-Logic [47] as used by WSMO [27], and DAML-S [19] (based on the DARPA Agent Markup Language) which later evolved as OWL-S [55]). Other approaches to support service utilisation were developed using OWL,
e.g. the OWL ontology for protocols, OWL-P [22], or federated service discovery mechanisms such as the semantically annotated version of UDDI [61]. Although such services could be provided by autonomous agents, their modelling assumed functional service calls (through the invocation of endpoints with relevant arguments) rather than through the type of speech acts more familiar to autonomous agents.

6.4.3.3 Multiagent Systems

The study of norms is a long-running and active line of research in the Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) community, as evidenced by Dagstuhl seminars [20, 3], and a handbook on the topic [13]. Normative MAS [6] are realised in a number of ways, which are characterised on the one hand by the reasoning capabilities of the agents themselves, and on the other by whether norms are implicit or explicit with the support of monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. Agent capabilities vis-à-vis norms typically fall into three categories:

(i) *norm unaware*, agents do what they want, but may be regimented by external agencies to enforce norm compliance;
(ii) *norm aware*, agents may choose to comply or not with norms, depending on the alignment of their goals with those norms, the penalties for non-compliance, and the likelihood of enforcement; and
(iii) *value aware*, where agents, in addition to being norm aware, may be able to participate in norm creation and norm revision by reasoning about the value supported (or not) by particular norms.

Implicit norms that reside in the agents themselves are expressed through agent behaviour, and are not otherwise externally discernible. Explicit or referenceable norms may have an abstract representation involving variables, and a grounded (detached) representation in an entity such as a contract [65], institution [58, 25, 23], or organisation [69, 7]. Agents that are norm or value aware should be able to:

(i) recognise the norms;
(ii) decide whether they want to follow them; and
(iii) adapt their behaviour according to the norms, if they decide to do so.

Compliance with normative systems depends on how individual agents can reason and adapt to norms both at design and at run time [63, 68, 52].

6.4.4 Challenges and Opportunities

In this Section we present a range of research challenges and opportunities related to normative agents on the Web. The four horizontal challenges that characterise the contributions of norm-based Multi Agent Systems for the Web are presented below (Figure 7) in addition to a further two orthogonal challenges that need to be tackled to some extent to address the horizontal ones.

**Norms and Interaction Protocols**

Although the W3C provides Web-based standards for retrieving and querying machine readable data, they should be extended to cater to usage constraints, such as access policies, intellectual property rights, and privacy preferences. From a service-provision perspective, there is a need to develop policy-aware querying and data retrieval protocols, whereas from an agent interaction perspective, norms should be considered, both in terms of the agent platform and the environment. This raises a number of questions, including:
(i) How can we design norm-aware dynamic interaction protocols?
(ii) Can existing querying and data retrieval protocols be extended, such that they are policy aware?
(iii) What new protocols are needed to facilitate norm governance?

Existing work [32] largely focuses on request-response interactions and imposes restrictions on computation for scenarios involving the interaction of three or more parties [29, 15]. In particular, traditional approaches entwine the control flow details into the protocol, thereby making it difficult to tease apart the content for which a declarative meaning can be specified. Prior work on specifying protocols in terms of norms (commitments) [12, 54] was stymied by the lack of declarative specification of constraints on messages. Recent approaches describe causality and integrity constraints on messages declaratively [64].

Distributed normative and open organisations on the web
Organisations, institutions or contracts are useful abstractions to structure norms and make them accessible to agents. Although agents have the choice of joining such structures, they may be controlled and be subject to conditions that regulate their admission (and exit), as well as there being an expectation to comply with the organisation’s norms. Due to the scale of the Web, several of such permanent, ephemeral or evolving structures may exist, which raises several challenges. First, an agent needs to be able to discover and reason about such organisations and the corresponding norms. The use of ontologies has already been used to facilitate the discovery of services [61] and thus their use in representing organisations is promising. A second challenge is the distributed management of such structures [7], i.e., to monitor and enforce norm compliance. Finally, since the Web is an evolving sociotechnical system, agents require proper abstractions and mechanisms to build and adapt organisations [14].

Internal state of an agent and norms
Several languages express and support automated reasoning about agent internals, such as beliefs, desires, and intentions. However, challenges exist when it comes to reasoning not only with respect to goals, but also privacy preferences, regulatory constraints, and norms. From a norms perspective, there are several open questions in terms of both specification and enforcement, including:

(i) How can we ensure consistent representation of, and adherence to norms?
(ii) How should a governance architecture be designed in which “rational” agents are incentivised to comply with norms?
(iii) Can a norm violation be excused, based on explanation or beliefs?
(iv) Could transparency facilitate the persuasiveness of the explanation or argument?
(v) How do we ensure an agent is aware of the implications of violating a norm?
(vi) How do we cater for non “rational” (e.g. poorly designed) agents?

Governing norm emergence

Approaches to the governance of norm emergence are dependent on the capabilities of the agents in a MAS, bearing in mind that population properties may not be homogeneous. We identify three means to govern norm emergence [57] which we classify by adapting the oversight terminology put forward by the [37, §B.II.1.1]:

(i) an external agency observes the behaviour of the population to identify patterns of behaviour and revise the norms to optimise for the system goals (external agent on-the-loop)

(ii) agents propose norm revisions to an external agency, which then implements them subject to an assessment of how those revisions contribute towards system goals (external agent in-command)

(iii) agents propose norm revisions and use an internal decision-making mechanism to establish which changes will be implemented (internal agents in-the-loop).

In an alternative, decentralized, approach, the norms emerge through the interactions of the agents without an external agency being involved [1]. The question of emergence stems from its role in the norm life cycle. Norm emergence is widely accepted to have happened when a predetermined percentage of the population observes the norm or chooses the same action, and most experimental studies put that percentage at approximately 90%.

Heterogeneous and inconsistent norms and beliefs

In heterogeneous information system landscapes, one cannot assume that norms and policies are managed and implemented based on a single global specification synchronised across different subsystems, as agents may hold inconsistent beliefs about the norms and policies that apply in any given context. Thus, reaching (partial) agreements in the face of conflicting beliefs regarding norms and policies is an important challenge that needs to be tackled to enable normative distributed MAS on the Web, using, for example, long-running lines of research on agreement technologies [59] and formal argumentation approaches [4].

Technological integration

To facilitate the practical applicability of research on norms and policies for autonomous agents on the web, it is crucial to build bridges between the technology ecosystems of the different communities. In the Web of Things community, engineering-oriented work is conducted in a highly practice-oriented manner, in close alignment with industry practitioners as well as standardisation bodies such as the W3C. An example of a practice-oriented work is the line of W3C IoT standards that features an abstract architecture description [51] and an interface specification (W3C WoT Scripting API) [49], supported by a JavaScript reference implementation

Research on engineering autonomous agents and MAS has primarily gained traction within the academic community [56], and standardisation attempts such as FIPA[35] have lacked significant adoption. Adjusting agent-oriented programming and software engineering approaches to better serve the Semantic Web & Linked Data and Web Architecture &

34 https://github.com/eclipse/thingweb.node-wot
35 http://www.fipa.org/.
WoT communities are an opportunity for the MAS community to move their engineering research closer to practice. This can be achieved by:

(i) building general-purpose interfaces to powerful multi-agent programming frameworks like JaCaMo [7] (starting points are, e.g., hypermedia-mas [17], jacamo-rest [2]), and/or
(ii) implementing minimally viable agent-oriented abstractions for mainstream programming language ecosystems (e.g., JS-son [45]).

6.4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed the relevance of norms and policies for governing complex sociotechnical multi-agent systems on the Web. The key challenge – the conceptual and technological integration of normative concepts with WoT abstractions and systematic evaluation of the practical usefulness of the integration results – is aligned with the general challenge for autonomous agents on the Web to transfer the rich theoretical achievements of the broader MAS community to the practical and engineering-oriented WoT community, and to facilitate real-world applications at scale.
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